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Welcome to the 2022 CCSC Northwestern Conference Portland Community College

On behalf of the Conference Steering Committee and Northwest Regional Board, I welcome you to the Twenty Second Annual Consortium for Computing Sciences (CCSC) Northwestern Regional Conference, held at the Portland Community College, Sylvania campus. We are very excited to be back on campus and meet you all in person again this year.

Many individuals and groups helped coordinate and support this year’s conference and I want to thank them for all their time and effort. This year’s conference includes 10 papers, 8 panels/tutorials, and the keynote. All papers, panels, and tutorials went through the regular peer review process. The steering committee accepted 9 out of 17 papers (53% acceptance rate). We had colleagues across the region serve as professional reviewers and we recognize their generous efforts in providing time and guidance in the selection of our conference program.

Our Keynote speaker, Peter-Michael Osera, Associate Professor and co-chair of the Department of Computer Science at Grinnell College will talk about why and how we teach Computer Science more intentionally.

Of course, none of this would be possible without the support of our national and local partners. A final thank you goes out to you the attendees whose participation is essential not only to the continuance of conferences such as this, but also for the continued communication and collegiality you provide between all of us involved in the advancement and promotion of our discipline.

We are excited to invite you to our campus, and hope you enjoy the conference and the chance to interact with your colleagues at our annual gathering.

Gayathri Iyer
Portland Community College
CCSC-NW 2022 Conference Chair
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Automation to Soul: Reflections on Tooling Support for Mathematics and Programming Education*

Keynote

Peter-Michael Osera  
Associate Professor of Computer Science  
Grinnell College  
Grinnell, IA 50112

We recognize that quality education is challenging to deliver at scale. Technology has democratized education to a certain degree, e.g., connectivity and online education, machine learning and intelligent tutoring systems. However, these technological solutions have always lacked a "human" element that makes the educational experience special. Such educational experiences are, ultimately, personal; we meet students where they are and guide them to the next step on their educational journey in a challenging yet humane manner.

In this talk, I reflect on the lessons I have learned pursuing the dream of educational tools from the world of programming languages and systems. In particular, in designing tools that remove some of the barriers to mathematics education in computer science, I have been forced to confront, perhaps, the "soul" of our educational endeavors: do undergraduate computer scientists really need a deep understanding of mathematics to be successful? Have we set the question: how does mathematical reasoning relate to computational thinking? Do our assessment methods set students up for success when engaging with mathematics? While I have no definitive answers, I hope to begin a necessary conversation about these foundational questions as we reflect on our instruction in a post-COVID era.

Peter-Michael Osera is Associate Professor of Computer Science at Grinnell College. Peter-Michael’s mission is to help people harness the power of computation in its many forms, in particular, through computer programming. He does this by working at the intersection of programming languages and systems, human-computing interaction, and computer science education. Peter-Michael

*Copyright is held by the author/owner.
currently investigates new foundations for constraint-based program synthesis and how we can use this technology to build tools that fundamentally change the relationship developers have with their tools. He received his B.S. in Computer Science and Applied and Computational Math Sciences and B.A. in the Comparative History of Ideas from the University of Washington and received his Ph.D. in Computer Science from the University of Pennsylvania in 2015.
Alumni as Adjunct Faculty and Mentors for Computer Science I Students

Tammy VanDeGrift
Shiley School of Engineering
University of Portland
Portland, OR 97203
vandegri@up.edu

Abstract

As computer science grows in popularity, more faculty are needed to staff computer science courses. Approval for full-time tenure-track faculty and permanent instructor positions can lag student enrollment demands. One common strategy to meet student enrollment needs is to expand sections sizes. Another strategy is to staff courses with adjunct faculty. This paper describes the experiences of alumni serving as adjunct faculty members to teach introductory computer science labs. These alumni learned introductory programming by completing these labs as students, and then served as role models for computer science majors by providing professional and career advice. The paper provides an overview of the introductory computing labs, "professions" talks the alumni gave each week, and perspectives from the alumni after teaching the labs.

1 Introduction and Related Work

Computer science education prepares students to enter many sectors in the technology, engineering, and science industries. The job outlook is strong in the United States [6, 12, 15]. Collectively, colleges and universities provide many of the educational pathways to these careers, so increasing undergraduate
enrollment in computer science over the past ten years is not surprising. Over half of US high schools now offer computer science at the high school level [4], so students have the opportunity to try computer science before starting college. All of these factors lead to increased demand for computer science courses at the college level [1, 5]. Not only has CS major enrollment increased, the number of students who want programming skills has increased, creating more demand for introductory CS courses. Even though the student demand has risen, the number of tenure-track faculty per unit has not grown at the same rate, according to the Computing Research report Figure B.4 [5]. Departments have handled this mismatch by teaching larger classes, hiring visiting faculty, hiring adjuncts, and using more graduate students as teaching assistants.

The University of Portland has managed enrollment growth by increasing section sizes and hiring adjunct faculty to teach CS elective courses and CS labs. Creating larger section sizes adds extra load to faculty, and the University prioritizes small class sizes. Hiring adjuncts is preferred and can even produce positive learning experiences. A study from 2004 showed that computer science adjuncts helped students pass future courses and increased interest in the major [3]. Engineering programs have also utilized industry adjuncts [2, 7, 9]. A recent panel at a Consortium in Computing Sciences discussed using industry adjuncts in a tech-in-residence model [10]. The CS program did not create a full tech-in-residence model, but adjunct faculty were encouraged to provide feedback about the labs. Another model is an industry fellow program where a faculty member and industry professional collaborate in co-designing and teaching a course [18]. This paper summarizes the experiences of alumni as adjuncts in the introductory programming lab and workshop. Also, starting in Fall 2021, the alumni were asked to share about their professional pathway, their careers, and advice they have for early-college students.

Following the introduction, the institution and introductory computer science courses are described in more detail to provide more context. The remaining sections provide information about the study, the alumni participants, results, and a discussion. This paper focuses on the adjuncts’ experience. Due to paper length guidelines, a separate paper reports on the student experience.

2 Institutional and CS 1 Context

The University of Portland is a comprehensive, private, Catholic university on the west coast of the United States serving about 3500 undergraduate students, of which 160 are computer science majors. There are no CS graduate students to teach courses and labs.

CS majors take a three-credit Introduction to CS course (CS 1) and a one-credit companion lab (CS1 Lab) as the entry point to the BSCS degree. Most
CS majors take the CS1 course/lab during the fall semester of their first year. However, there are a few common exceptions: i) students who switch to the CS major after they start at the University take it either fall or spring, and ii) students who get a passing grade on the CS AP exam and/or earn college credit for a CS 1 course start in an advanced CS course. The CS1 course and lab are also required of math, physics, and electrical engineering majors.

**CS 1:** CS 1 uses the Java programming language with typical introductory language constructs. The course meets three times per week: 55-minutes on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays. The CS 1 class meetings typically include short lecture overviews, code demonstrations, and in-class practice activities.

**CS 1 Lab:** The CS 1 lab is a one-credit co-requisite for the CS 1 course. The lab meets for three hours per week (one three-hour block or two 1.5-hour blocks). There is little time devoted for lecturing during the lab. Students typically work through lab exercises in pairs or groups of three, using the pair programming model [8]. The labs are designed to be completed and checked by the instructor during the lab period. If students do not finish, they can submit work during the next week. Here are the lab topics schedule by week: 1. Intro to Java and BlueJ, 2. Strings, 3. Graphics, 4. Selection, 5. Iteration, 6. Arrays, 7. Arrays continued, 8. Methods, constructors, classes, 9. Debugger, 10. Inheritance, 11. Libraries, 12. ArrayLists and Files, 13. ArrayLists and Files continued, 14. Review, 15. Coding Exam.

**Opt-In CS 1 Workshop:** The CS program offers an optional one-credit pass/no pass workshop to give structured and supported individual programming practice time for students. Students with no programming experience and students who get poor scores on the CS 1 quizzes are encouraged, but not required, to take this workshop. The weekly exercises are different than those given in the CS 1 lab, but the topics are similar.

2.1 Course Delivery in Fall 2021 and Spring 2022

During the covid-19 pandemic, instructional modes varied. CS 1 was taught by a full-time faculty member in person in Fall 2021 and Spring 2022. The CS faculty were unsure if students could sit near each other to pair program and follow social distancing protocols when course scheduling was completed in March 2021. Thus, the CS 1 lab and CS 1 workshop sections were taught entirely online using Microsoft Teams in Fall 2021. Eight alumni served as adjunct faculty for the CS 1 lab and one alumnus taught the CS 1 workshop; section sizes ranged from five to nine students for lab and workshop. No student teaching assistants were hired for the CS 1 lab in the fall since each faculty member had at most nine students. Additionally, one full-time CS faculty member served as the CS 1 lab coordinator in Fall 2021: he did not teach sections but he managed the code repository (starter code and solutions), posted
materials to the course management site, and managed the grading spreadsheets. He created short video explanations for each lab to provide consistency across the lab sections and students watched these prior to attending the lab sessions. Using video, rather than live, explanations provided about 15 minutes of lab time for professions talks (see below). The coordinator answered questions from adjuncts – technical questions about course outcomes and lab exercises, university policies such as midterm grades and attendance, and how to engage with students. Because videos introduced the lab exercises, there were no formal teaching presentations during the lab sections. The lab exercises were provided to the adjuncts, and the adjuncts were asked to complete the labs themselves prior to each session. During the lab session, the adjunct faculty rotated through breakout rooms (in the fall) and in-person groups (in the spring) to see how students were doing and to review their work.

In Spring 2022, all courses and labs were taught in person, except for the first two weeks during the omicron spike. One section of CS 1 lab and one section of CS 1 workshop were offered in the spring. Enrollment in the CS 1 lab was 27 students, with one adjunct instructor and two undergraduate teaching assistants. Enrollment in the CS 1 workshop was four students.

2.2 Professions and Life Talks

Because students watched short videos to prepare for lab each week, the alumni replaced these 15-minute blocks per week with career and life advice talks. It is common for faculty in the CS program to invite guest speakers, often alumni, to speak in the capstone course and elective courses. In this context, alumni shared with CS 1 students early in their college education to help them make the most of college and to prepare for their lives and careers. Figure 1 shows the weekly profession talk topics the paper author provided to the adjunct faculty. Social cognitive career theory provided the foundation for developing these topics [13, 14]. The original theory has three aspects: 1) how academic and career interests develop, 2) how educational choices are made, and 3) how academic and career success is obtained. The professions talks were designed so alumni spoke about all three of these items during the semester. No slides were expected – these talks could be more informal for students. Because the course met online in Fall 2021, the alumni recorded this part of the class session; videos of alumni from all sections were posted to the common course site, so students could learn from eight different software professionals.

3 Evaluation

All adjunct faculty were invited to complete an IRB-approved survey at the end of the semester to help answer the following research questions:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wk</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Prompts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>Short biography and timeline: Who am I? When did I attend University of Portland? Why did I major in computer science? Where have I worked or gone to school? Where do I work or go to school now? What is my favorite thing about computer science?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Day at work</td>
<td>What does a typical day of work or a week of work look like for me? What are the many responsibilities? (Give students perspective that they may not be coding all day long as a software engineer.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Teamwork</td>
<td>With whom am I expected to work? What are my strategies for effective teamwork and communication? What advice do I have for you in this lab when pair programming?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Debugging</td>
<td>Describe a bug that I have encountered, how I found it, and how I resolved it. What advice do I have regarding debugging software in CS 1?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Favorite project</td>
<td>Describe my favorite work or hobby project. What made it fun? What made it challenging? What made it meaningful? What made it memorable?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Being resilient</td>
<td>This is usually a tough point in the semester for students. Describe a time where I had to be resilient (could be work or life) and overcome a challenge or setback.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Office tour</td>
<td>If I work in an office, show the students around with the camera. If I do not work in an office, describe what working remotely is like.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Advice in college</td>
<td>This is usually the week that students are choosing courses for the next semester. Why did I major in computer science? What are some opportunities (electives, clubs, service, study abroad, work) I did as a student? What advice do I have about selecting CS and non-CS courses? How did the core curriculum give me breadth of knowledge/perspective?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Getting help</td>
<td>What advice do I have for getting help and finding mentors? Who has helped me as a student and professional? Asking for help is part of the process – try to normalize this for the students.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>First job and resume</td>
<td>How did I find my first internship or first position? What advice do I have about building a resume? (If so inclined, the instructor could invite students to submit their resumes and provide feedback about them.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Work/life integration</td>
<td>How do I integrate work with life? How do I create and maintain balance between professional and personal goals? What do I do to keep myself refreshed outside of my job?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Interviewing</td>
<td>What is my advice about interviewing for internships and jobs? What types of questions have I been asked or have asked? What advice do I have for preparing for interviews?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Student choice</td>
<td>Give students time to ask the instructor what they want to know about the profession.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Gratitude and care</td>
<td>For what am I grateful in my work and life? How do I show gratitude? How can you show gratitude and appreciation toward your peers, classmates, mentors, supervisors, and faculty?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Profession and Life Talk Topics
1. Was being an adjunct a rewarding experience?
2. How did teaching online work or not work (or teaching in person for spring)?
3. How did students engage with the adjuncts, especially regarding professional development?

**Survey:** Survey questions included rating questions (strongly agree to strongly disagree) and free-text-response questions. The survey questions can be found in Appendix A. Note that the survey for the workshop adjunct was altered to use ‘‘workshop’’ instead of ‘‘lab’’. The rating questions were designed to force agreement or disagreement – there was no neutral rating; however, there was a not-applicable option for each statement.

**Participants:** Eight alumni taught the CS 1 lab and one alumnus taught the CS 1 workshop in the Fall. Demographic information about the alumni can be found below (subject ID, grad year, gender, prior adjunct experience).

- CS1W1, 2012, Male, Yes; also taught in spring
- CS1L1, 2008, Male, Yes
- CS1L2, 2019, Female, No
- CS1L3, 2020, Male, No
- CS1L4, 2018, Female, No
- CS1L5, 2007, Male, No
- CS1L6, 2019, Male, No
- CS1L7, 2019, Female, No; also taught in spring
- CS1L8, 2020, Female, No

**4 Analysis and Results**

Figure 2 shows the distribution of ratings for ten surveys (nine from fall and one from spring). Responses were coded into emergent themes [17]. Overall, adjunct faculty had a positive experience. Their perception of the student experience was more varied. The free-text

**Q1: Rewarding Experience:** Was the experience rewarding for the alumni to serve as adjunct faculty members? Yes. Based on the survey responses for question 1a, 100% of the alumni would be an adjunct again for the CS 1 lab or workshop. Additionally, all agreed that they enjoyed being an adjunct (question 1c) and enjoyed working with students (question 1g).

The free-text answers for question 7 (most meaningful about experience) resulted in the following themes: i) appreciate opportunity to try teaching, ii) interacting with students, iii) explaining ideas to others, iv) helping students, and v) reflecting on own development and growth as a programmer. The most common theme was getting to interact with students and watching them
Responses to Rating Questions on Survey, green hue is agreement, orange hue is disagreement, and grey hue is not applicable. [a: would do again; b: prepared; c: enjoyed being adjunct; d: online worked well for me; e: online worked well for students; f: prefer in person; g: enjoyed students; h: students utilized lab time; i: students utilized office hours; j: students worked well together; k: students communicated well with me; l: students communicated well with each other]

Figure 2: Survey Results By Question

grow. For example, CS1L2 stated, “I enjoyed working with the students and watching them have the aha! moments when they figured out course material. It was great to watch them grow as programmers.” CS1L4 stated, “the things I think were most meaningful were the times I was able to explain something to the students (how to use points to draw a shape, how to use a loop to solve a problem, etc.), and see that they really got it.” Others also commented on seeing students reach pivotal moments as a programmer.

Q2: Teaching Online vs In Person: The covid pandemic forced online learning for much of the world. Perhaps teaching some CS courses and labs online permanently makes sense (greater flexibility for students and hiring adjuncts). Did teaching online work or not work for the adjunct faculty? Based on the ratings for question 1d, most alumni felt that teaching online worked well for them. However, responses to question 1e show that they were split (5 agreed and 5 disagreed) about online learning working well for students. Almost all stated that they would prefer teaching in person versus online.
Free-text comments about ratings showed that online teaching had mixed reviews. CS1L1 stated, ``I got the sense that not everyone loved online classes. Also, I didn’t monitor the groups at all times, so I don’t know if there was a ton of collaboration going on between the team members.`` CS1L2 stated, ``Often times I found that the students would not work in their groups or work on the lab during class time at all.`` CS1L3 stated, ``teaching online was very convenient considering I have another job, and did not have to commute to the University, but I feel like I would be more effective at helping the students if I were in person.`` CS1L5 stated, ``I felt like online made communication more difficult because students didn’t have their cameras on, or they were doing the lab from noisy locations or from the library where they said they couldn’t talk.`` CS1L7 thought their section was more interactive and kept cameras on, but noticed that the small section size limited the group pairings. Respondent CS1L8 saw both positives and negatives of online: ``The amount of collaboration in the ‘groups’ was definitely less online than in person, so general communication did probably suffer from the nature of the course. Playing around with the way class was held did help with this (breakout rooms in teams where I rotated every 10-15 minutes through the rooms worked best). However, it wasn’t all bad: I definitely felt like some students coded a lot more, and a lot more independently, than they would have in an in person environment.``

CS1L7 taught in fall and spring and being in person was much more effective: ``Being in person was huge. I saw so much more engagement once we began in person classes this semester. I experimented with longer term groups instead of changing weekly. Some individuals really thrived in this environment; others I think would’ve done better working randomly each week.``

Q3: Student Engagement with Career and Life Advice: Finally, how did students engage with the alumni, especially during the professions talks? The alumni enjoyed giving the professions talks each week, but it was difficult to get student participation in some sections:

- I enjoyed it a lot, but it was hard to get the students to engage. I rarely got any questions from the students. [CS1L1]
- I enjoyed giving the talks, however most students didn’t ask questions during the talk period. If someone had a question about the talk topic, they asked it either to me after the lab period or over chat after. [CS1L2]
- I felt like the student would just tune me out. [CS1L3]
- The topics are things I would’ve wanted to hear about when I was a freshman, so I thought the topics were good. I’m not sure how valuable my students found it though. I hope it was valuable for them, but I’m not sure because they were all very quiet and no one really asked questions afterwards. [CS1L4]
- This was one of my favorite parts of the class. When I was a student, I
definitely did not know what it was like to work as a software engineer, so I hope I was able to give students some insight into what it is like. [CS1L5]

- It is something that I do for my interns all the time. I am big on setting people up for future success. I tell my interns we are first going to build the toolbox, then start filling it up so they are prepared for their future career. [CS1L6]

- I really enjoyed giving the talks to the students each week – although I did enjoy some topics more than others. With being online, it was difficult to tell how much the students appreciated my insights and advice. I’m very interested to see the course survey responses so I can get a better idea of how useful they were. I think because this class is mostly first years and a couple sophomores, they aren’t actively thinking about internships and networking yet. For example, I offered to give notes on resumes, and no one sent me their resume. I enjoyed them a lot more in the Fall when most the students were CS majors. I found myself not wanting to go into as much detail as I was worried they would find some of the topics irrelevant. The first few weeks I got a lot of blank stares during this portion of my lecture, so these talks got shorter as the semester went on. [CS1L7]

- Engagement was low, and so I’m not sure how valuable students found the time. The topics were topics I enjoy talking about, so I didn’t mind speaking at all, but it’s hard to say how useful it was to the students. [CS1L8]

- I felt comfortable sharing these topics with students. I tried to give a unique perspective given the challenges I faced in my 20s. [CS1W1]

The students asked about the following topics: questions about their jobs, internships, preparing for interviews, resumes, development environments at work, programming languages at work, why they chose CS, choosing CS courses, research opportunities, and preparing for the next CS course. Alumni felt that different talk topics were most meaningful, with some providing more than one topic to question 4 on the survey: Resumes and internships (4), Interviewing (3), Debugging (2), and the following each had one response: Typical work day, Life/career integration, College advice: keeping healthy mental state, College advice: studying abroad and clubs, Gratitude, First job.

5 Discussion, Limitations, and Conclusions

As an under-staffed CS program, having alumni who can serve as adjunct faculty is a great and necessary resource. While the program has regularly hired adjunct faculty for the past seven years, Fall 2021 was the first semester
that included the professions talks in CS 1 lab and workshop. The alumni enjoyed giving these talks, but student engagement with career and life advice varied across sections. The online evening class format, combined with small class sizes of five to nine students, may have contributed to the lack of student participation. It may be more intimidating to ask questions over the screen than in person. Student maturity may impact participation – the CS majors were mostly first-year students. The electrical engineering, math, and physics majors were sophomores to seniors and may not be interested in CS careers. Perhaps they just wanted to use the lab time to complete the exercises.

Because labs were taught online in Fall 2021, the CS program could recruit adjuncts in Oregon or Washington (tax laws prohibits recruiting elsewhere). This provided a much larger pool of adjuncts, especially including a large alumni presence in Seattle. The adjunct faculty held software engineering positions for their regular jobs, so the semester stipend of $3333.33 was not the incentive. The adjuncts took this opportunity because they wanted to work with students. Also, all labs and the workshop were scheduled to start at 4:10pm or 7:10pm to accommodate full-time workers’ schedules. While the online evening format worked well for adjuncts, it seems that both the alumni and students prefer in person teaching and students probably prefer day-time lab sections. The students choose the University to have residential community, small classes, interactions with peers and faculty, so online courses do not seem to be a great match to the population.

There are limitations to this study and results. The study took place at one institution and contextual factors may not translate to other environments. While many of the alumni were new to the adjunct role, they had high levels of prior engagement with the CS program. The instructional delivery was mostly online and likely contributed to the effectiveness of the professions talks. In the future, the CS program may adapt the professions talks topics and continue to assess the in person effectiveness. Due to staffing shortages, the CS program could not staff some labs with full-time faculty to run a comparative study, so there is no control or comparison group in this study.

Overall, inviting alumni to be adjunct faculty has been a positive experience for the program and the alumni. All agreed they would be an adjunct faculty member again. This seems to be an effective solution for the staffing shortage while providing students access to mentors in the profession. As graduates, the alumni knew the CS curriculum and labs well, and they could answer questions about the current state of the profession that full-time faculty may not be able to answer. Forward-thinking students even asked their adjunct faculty to connect professionally via LinkedIn. Maybe, one day, the adjunct and student will be working together again.
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Appendix A: Survey

Thank you for serving as an adjunct for the computer science program. Your skills, experience, advice, and help are certainly appreciated. Please reflect upon and answer the questions below.

1. For the following statements, put an “x” in one of the boxes to indicate your opinion: strongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly disagree, not applicable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>Not applicable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. I would be an adjunct again for CS 1 lab.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. I felt prepared to be an adjunct for CS 1 lab.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. I enjoyed being an adjunct for CS 1 lab.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Teaching the course online worked well for me.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Teaching the course online worked well for the students.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. I prefer teaching in person versus online.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. I enjoyed working with the students.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h. Students utilized lab time productively.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i. Students utilized office hour time.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j. Students worked well together in pairs/groups.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k. Students communicated well with me.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l. Students communicated well with each other.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Feel free to add any comments about your responses to question 1:

2. Describe how you felt about giving the college/career/life advice talks each week.
3. What questions did students ask you that were outside the CS 1 Java material?
4. What college/career/life advice did you provide that you think was most meaningful for the students?
5. What surprised you about working with introductory computer science students?
6. How often did you engage with students outside of the scheduled lab? What tools did you use (email, Zoom, Teams, Slack, etc.)?
7. What was most meaningful for you about the adjunct experience?
8. Do you plan to keep in touch with your CS 1 students? If so, how so?
9. Thinking about the overall course, what worked well in CS 1 lab?
10. Thinking about the overall course, what do you suggest for improvements for CS 1 lab?
11. Do you have any comments about specific labs and/or pacing in the labs?
12. Is there anything else you want to share about CS 1 experience?

Figure 3: Survey Questions
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Abstract

Programs are a kind of communication to both computers and people, hence as students are trained to write programs they need to learn to write well-designed, readable code rather than code that simply functions correctly. The difficulty in teaching good design practices that promote readability is the labor intensiveness of assessing student programs. Typically assessing design quality involves a careful reading of student programs in order to give personalized feedback which naturally is time consuming for instructors. We propose a rule-based system that assesses student programs for quality of design of and provides personalized, precise feedback on how to improve their work. To study its effectiveness, we made the system available to students by deploying it online, allowing students to receive feedback and make corrections before turning in their assignments. The students benefited from the system and the rate of design quality flaws dropped 47.84% on average over 4 different assignments, 2 in Python and 2 in Java, in comparison to the previous 2 to 3 years of student submissions.

1 Introduction

Recently there has been increasing interest in intelligent tutoring systems for programming instruction. Primarily the focus has been on assisting students by
giving them helpful hints on how to complete their programming assignments. There has been a lot of work surrounding the *Hour of Code* [2], a massively open online course intended to teach children how to program with a visual programming language. The visual language contain constructs analogous to conditional statements but lacks loops. Nevertheless, the project is popular and there has been significant research into producing an intelligent tutors for it. Typically the goal of these systems [7, 3] is to suggest edits to a student’s program to get it closer to correct functionality. Another approach create an embedding for student programs that could be used to suggest hints on how to correct their programs [8].

However, becoming a capable and competent programmer involves more than simply writing functional code, solutions must also be readable and understandable, following commonly accepted conventions. Even if a program works correctly when first created, the reality of most software systems is that of continuous maintenance and development. Unnecessary complexity, convoluted logic, and unconventional style will result in mistakes in the ongoing maintenance and development of software. Naturally, a major difficulty of teaching the practice of writing readable, well-designed programs is the time-intensiveness of giving quality feedback. Determining if a student’s program works correctly can usually be assessed with unit or system integration tests. However, providing feedback on the quality of program design generally requires as close reading of the code which of course is time consuming.

In the professional setting, “linters” are commonly used to check for design errors and violations of programming conventions. For example, Pylint [9] is a commonly used “linter” for the Python programming language which does catch design flaws and bad practices such as the use of global variables. Additionally, there is the *PEP8* standard and eponymous program that checks Python programs for violations of the standards. For Java, tools such as CheckStyle [1] applies configurable rules to ensure adherence to convention and code formatting.

However useful, the needs of an educational setting differ from the professional in a few key ways. First of all, they are intended to be used by professional programmers who are experienced and (hopefully) have a strong sense of good design. This means that these “linters” are primarily checking for a short list of less egregious violations. Typically “linters” check code format and use heuristics to judge code complexity. The notion of “the right tool for the job” is left up to the discretion of the professional. Some design choices such as the use of closures may be appropriate in professional setting but are generally not a good choice for an assignment in an introductory computer science class. Hence a “linter” may rightfully permit some practices and design choices that are simply not appropriate for students. Another example is the
use of recursion. Recursion is an elegant tool in some settings but novice students can abuse it, for example, by recursively calling a “main” function to repeat the logic of a program rather than using a `while` loop. A “linter” typically would not even check for the use of recursion, but this bad practice can be common in introductory computer science courses. Students, especially early on, require tighter constraints to guide them to use simple and direct approaches to relatively simple problems. These types of constraints are not generally considered in a professional setting. These kinds of very specific design requirements generally do not occur in a professional setting hence tools such as Pylint, PEP8, or CheckStyle do not have the ability to check for them.

A recent work targeting the professional setting, DeepCodeReviewer [4] utilized a database of code reviews to suggest design quality improvements for C# code segments. It is a deep learning model trained on a propriety data taken from Microsoft’s software version control system. Likewise, the feedback it generates is also not particularly relevant to education since it is trained on professional’s code who likely do not make the same mistakes as first-year computer science students.

Recently there has been some work using neural networks to assess the design quality of student programs [6]. Though that system accurately predicted design scores and gave high-level feedback, there are some limitations both to that system and to any system based on machine learning. Feedback on the program level, though shown to be useful, is not as helpful as feedback targeted at specific segments of the program such as functions or individual lines. More detailed and specified the feedback will presumably be easier for a student to understand and remedy.

1.1 Our Approach and Contribution

Our approach is to take design principles, model them by formally representing the principles as logical rules applicable to an abstract syntax tree. The design principles were in general each expanded into multiple rules prescribing syntactic structures that are either best practices or are patterns that should be avoided. The models were implemented in Haskell [5] since each rule could be easily be stated in a declarative fashion. These model are the first for the design quality of Python & Java programs for an educational environment. The implemented models was then hosted as a web service, allowing students to evaluate their programs at any time and as many times as they wished. Finally, data was collected on the number of design quality errors made by students who had access to the models versus work done by students in previous years. The data indicates a large drop in the rate of design errors made by students.
2 Method

The development of our intelligent tutoring system was a process that started with the articulation of our the principles we use to assess good design. Consolidating both written policy and practices as well as our general intuition about what makes the design of a program good was perhaps the most difficult aspect of creating the system. After these principles were realized and identified, they were contextualized for both Python and Java programs and more formally represented as logical rules for the respective syntactic structures. Next a model was implemented for each language as a program written the functional programming language Haskell. Though there are rules in common, Java and Python are very different syntactically so implementing a model was a more direct and effective approach. Haskell’s declarative nature and history of use for analysing programming languages made it a natural choice. Finally the tutoring system was deployed as a web service, allowing students enrolled in our introductory computer science course to use it at anytime to validate their programs before the assignments were due.

2.1 Models

After articulating our design principles of our institution, the principles were contextualized and specified for both the Python and Java programming languages. The model for these principles are rules represented in first order logic. Each rule makes use of predicates that express properties of abstract syntax trees (AST). The rules are in effect constraints on the space of ASTs, eliminating those with or without some features.

The purpose of the models is to detect design errors in a student’s program. It could be useful to detect segments of a student’s program that are well designed in order to encourage students by applauding their success. However, the purpose of this model is to point out mistakes so that they can be remedied by the student. Also our institution’s existing principles and written policy on program design focused heavily on avoiding mistakes. Further, the existence of a design mistake is much more objective and readily identifiable than a good design quality.

With this in mind, our models are a collection of rules, applied to an AST, to identify individual mistakes exactly where they occur in a student’s program. Each rule in model will generate a mistake to be reported to the student if the condition of the rule is true. The condition i.e. body of each rule consists of a logical combination of predicates. Each predicate is simply a observation of the existence or nonexistence of property of the AST. A predicate is simply a boolean function over “objects” which nodes in the AST which correspond to either statements or expressions in the source code. A statement is an operation
def record_score(h_won):
    global human_score
    global comp_score
    if h_won:
        human_score += 1
    else:
        comp_score += 1

(a) Global variables example.

def find(my_list, value):
    i = 0
    for other in my_list:
        if other == value:
            return i
    i += 1

(b) Nested return statement example.

Figure 1: Python code segments inspired by student programs.

of a program, for example the assignment of a variable, the definition of a
function, or a “return” from a function. An expression is a computable value,
such as an arithmetic operation, the comparison of two values, or the evaluation
of a function. Generally speaking, every modern programming language can
be broken down into a combination of statements and expressions including
Python. Each expression or statement may be composed of more statements
or expressions hence forming a sub-tree in the AST. Altogether, in our model a
predicate is a boolean function that operates over a sub-tree in the AST. This
allows for great expressive power and the ability to detect any characteristic
that is grammatically represented in the AST.

Consider the example in Figure 1a which contains code making use of a
global variable. Besides the fact that the use of a global variable is widely
considered a bad practice, it is also in violation the principle of using explicit
logic over implicit logic. A rule to capture this is straight-forward,

$$\forall f, s \text{ Fun}(f) \land \text{Desc}(f, s) \land \text{Global}(s) \implies M(f, s)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)$$

The predicate $\text{Fun}(f)$ determines if $f$ is a function, $\text{Desc}(f, s)$ ensures that
$s$ is a descendent of $f$ in the AST, and $\text{Global}(s)$ is true if $s$ is a “global”
statement. If all three of these predicates are true, there is a mistake $M(f, s)$
in function $f$ in statement $s$ which is sufficient information to generate a helpful
message. The head, that is, the consequent of each rule in the model is simply
a mistake predicate, hence no complex inference is necessary. In general, the
models’ rules follow this pattern, the body of the rule consists of AST predicates
and the head of the rule is a type of mistake.

In the previous example the type of mistake could easily be detected with
a simple string search, however identifying the function they are found in is
more difficult. In general, the mistakes our model identifies requires knowledge
of the AST. Of particular importance is the ancestor-descendent relationship captured by the predicate $\text{Desc}$. Consider the example found in Figure 1b which contains a segment of Python code with a nested "return" statement. In this example, context is critical since "return" is legitimate and necessary in general. However in this example, the code violates our principle of one-way-in-one-way-out as well as subtly contains a bug. If the "value" is not contained in the list, the value "None" will implicitly be returned. If the code calling the function always expects an integer return value the an exception will be raised. Likewise this type of mistake is detected in a straight-forward fashion,

$$\forall f, s \ \text{Fun}(f) \land \text{Desc}(f, s) \land \neg \text{Child}(f, s)$$

$$\land \text{Return}(s) \implies M(f, s) \quad (2)$$

The predicate $\text{Child}(f, s)$ determines if $s$ is a direct child of $f$ and $\text{Return}(s)$ is true if $s$ is a return statement. Here the subtly of the nested "return" statement is readily captured by the use of the $\text{Child}$ and $\text{Desc}$ predicates. A legitimate "return" will be directly under the function declaration in the AST, while a nested "return" will be deeper in the AST. The contrast between $\neg \text{Child}$ and $\text{Desc}$, that is a "return" statement being a syntactic descendent of a function declaration but not a direct child of it, is exactly the definition of a nested "return".

These two examples point out a key aspect of the model, the primary complex predicates needed are $\text{Desc}$ and $\text{Child}$, the rest of the predicates simply identify the type of expression or statement which is immediately apparent from the AST information.

### 2.2 Implementation

The models were implemented in the Haskell programming language. While many languages could be a suitable choice, and some such as Prolog are even designed for logical deduction, Haskell has several natural advantages. First, Haskell has support for parsing many common programming languages such as Python, Java, and JavaScript. One benefit of Haskell is that the syntactic elements of Python and Java are expressed directly as Haskell data structures. Functions in Haskell pattern-match on directly on data structures which means functions can easily be written to check specific parts of an AST. For example, this means a function can be written to specifically check for errors in Java method declarations and associated statements. Second, functional programming’s declarative style and high-level functions mean the models’ rules can be almost directly expressed in the language. The logical rules of the model examine the AST for the existence or nonexistence of certain syntactic elements or identify particular relationships between them. Most of these operations have a corresponding higher-order functions is used to implement them.
Because of differences in the Python and Java languages as well as subsequent differences in parsers, we decided to implement the Java and Python models as separate programs. There are enough similarities that it is possible unify both programs, however it made more sense practically speaking to keep them separate. Haskell is so effective at the task of representing our models, the implementation for Python is only 216 lines long while the Java implementation is 495 lines excluding comments and empty lines.

2.3 Personalized Feedback

The primary purpose of the system is to provide personalized feedback to students rapidly. Our rule based model is fast, evaluating a student program in less than a second on a commodity computer. The model was deployed to a web server and was made available to students with a simple HTML form. There was nothing for the student to setup or install on their own computer, since the tutoring system was available as a web service. Student could very easily use the system by simply submitting their code via the form. The model was run immediately when a student submitted their program, producing feedback on design mistakes. Since the model is fast, there was no need to queue up submissions or rate-limit the service at all.

Students were able to check their assignments for mistakes as many times as they wanted. Further, the system was available 24/7, allowing the students to check their work whenever was convenient before the due date. This meant the students had rapid feedback on their assignments and a chance to improve their work before being evaluated by the instructor. Further, this increased the transparency of the grading process, since the rules are explicitly stated and the mistakes generated by them are easily understood.

3 Experiments

The effectiveness of the system was evaluated on student programs from multiple years of introduction to computer science courses. The system was made available to students during both the first and second introduction to computer science courses. Students were encouraged to use the system to evaluated their programs multiple times before submitting their program for grading. This gave the students an opportunity to correct their mistakes before being graded. The students were also informed that the output of the system was going to be used to a guide to instructors to grade their assignments, which provided incentive to use the system and transparency into the grading processing.

The experimental setup is simple, the Python programs from 2021 and the Java programs from 2022 are from students who had access to the tutoring system. Submissions from previous years were used as a basis for comparison.
The actual assignments, standards, and requirements remained consistent over the years, the only difference between experimental year and previous years is student access to and feedback from our system. The system was used to quantify errors in the experimental and previous years’ assignments. This data was used to estimate the rate of mistakes made by students each year. Hence the experiment compares the error rate of students who had access to the system versus students from previous years that did not.

3.1 Dataset

The dataset consists of programs from 4 student assignments collected over 4 years, 2 Python assignments taken from an introduction to computer science course and 2 Java assignments taken from the second semester introduction to computer science course. All the programs included in the dataset were syntactically correct, all student submissions that could not be parsed into an AST simply were not included. The Python assignments were the last 2 assignments of the course and were chosen because they were the most complex and lengthy assignments in the class. The “Craps” assignment involves implementing the classic casino game as a command-line program. Likewise the “RPS” assignment is the game of rock-paper-scissors. The number of student programs totals to 506, with 109 of them being submitted in 2021. Those submissions had our system available for feedback. A summary of the Python data can be found in table 1.

The Java assignments are from the middle of the second semester introduction to computer science course. The “Car” assignment involves creating a class to represent a Car, its fuel, MPG, and odometer as well as methods to make it “drive” etc. Similarly, the “Balloon” assignment involves creating a class to represent a spherical balloon with its radius and has methods to inflate and deflate it with cubic units of air. These methods require a mathematical conversion between radius and cubic units. The total number of student submissions was 298 with 59 of them submitted in 2022. A summary of the Java data can be found in table 1. We did not record the number of times, if any, a student used our system to gain feedback.

3.2 Results

The rate of mistakes made by students significantly dropped with the introduction of our system. For all the assignments, the drop in mistake rate was both statistically and substantial. For the Python assignments, the comparison in mistake rates is between the 2021 programs and all previous years. Similarly, for the Java assignments the comparison in mistake rates was between 2022 and the years 2020 and 2021. The difference between the mistake rates was
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Programs</th>
<th>Mistakes</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RPS (Python)</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>4.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>3.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>3.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>2.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craps (Python)</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>463</td>
<td>5.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>3.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car (Java)</td>
<td>2020 - 2021</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balloon (Java)</td>
<td>2020 - 2021</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>4.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>2.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The statistics of student Python & Java programs. Included are the number of student program submissions, the total number of design quality mistakes, and a rate of mistakes. Students only had access to the intelligent tutoring system during 2021 for Python and 2022 for Java.

compared with a two-sample Poisson test. For all assignments, the difference was found to be significant with p-values was less than .00002. This is unsurprising considering the drop in the mistake rates was 32.31%, 41.23%, 79.70%, & 38.11% for “RPS”, “Craps”, “Car”, and “Balloon” respectively. The magnitude of the improvements clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of the system. We believe that both the availability of the system along with the fact that it was used to guide assessment and grading provided the motivation to use the system and make corrections. Further, the drop in design quality errors was noticeable for the instructors anecdotally. Also, student appreciated the system as well, since it was fast, convenient, and provided additional transparency into the assessment process.

In the improvements in Java assignments were noticeable for two reasons. First the dramatic nature of the improvement, as much as a 79.70% drop in the rate of mistakes. Second, was the fact that all the style guidelines had been written down specifically for Java and were available to students for years. Unsurprisingly, students apparently did not read or apply the guidelines despite being told that their work would be assessed according to them. However our tutoring system which directly encoded the guidelines, actually got the students to comply. The difference is likely the dynamic nature of the system, giving precise, rapid feedback which is easier to utilize than reading an 8 page PDF of general rules. It is likely far easier for students, especially relatively inexperienced ones, to respond to specific feedback over general statements.
Overall, the system was highly effective and that was only possible because of voluntary student participation.

4 Conclusions & Future Work

Overall, an intelligent tutoring system was designed based to give rapid feedback on program design quality. The model it implemented was derived from a set of design principles which were encoded as rules over abstract syntax trees for both Python and Java. The system was fast, accurate, and was highly effective at delivering feedback to students. As a result, the quality of student code improved substantially, also indicating their voluntary use of the system.

Though successful there are some types of design quality mistakes that the tutoring system does not catch. Mistakes such as bad variable names, large blocks of repeated code, or uninformative comments cannot be identified by the system but would be a useful extension. These kinds of mistakes are hard to typify directly with rules, so a machine learning model or other methods might be needed.
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Abstract

Recent advances in deep machine learning have enabled artificial intelligence-driven development environments (AIDEs). AIDEs are programming tools that, given comments or starter code, can generate code solution suggestions. As the accuracy of these tools continues to increase, one particular AIDE from Github, Copilot, has been gaining significant attention for its performance and ease of use. The rise of Copilot suggests that code solution generation tools will soon be commonplace in both the industry and in computer science courses, with expert and novice programmers alike benefiting from using these tools. More specifically for novices, the effects of Copilot on the process of learning to code are mostly unknown. In this paper, we perform initial explorations into these effects. Using introductory computer science and data science courses, we evaluate Copilot-generated programming assignment solutions for correctness, style, skill level appropriateness, grade scores, and potential plagiarism. Our findings indicate Copilot generates mostly unique code that can solve introductory assignments with human-graded scores ranging from 68% to 95%. Based on these results, we provide recommendations for educators to help adapt their courses to incorporate new AIDE-based programming workflows.
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1 Introduction

In 1967, British scholar Christopher Longuet-Higgins theorized about a “Computer-Assisted Typewriter” that would improve a programmer’s efficiency by automatically completing words after only a few characters had been typed. Over the years, this idea has evolved into the most frequently used programming assistance tool, “code completion” [1]. In addition to completing single words, intelligent code completion tools, such as Microsoft’s IntelliSense, can suggest large code blocks to help speed up common coding tasks like writing constructors or getters/setters. Recently, advancements in deep machine learning have enabled the next generation of code completion tools, namely artificial intelligence-driven development environments (AIDEs). AIDEs are programming tools, like code completion, that generate suggested code snippets based on a description of what code should do, such as a comment or the start of a function definition. Announced in July of 2021, Github Copilot is one such AIDE that is already gaining widespread popularity, with some researchers predicting it will become mainstream in as few as two years [6]. Copilot is based on OpenAI’s Codex language model and was trained on 159 Gb of data from public repositories on Github, allowing it to generate code in dozens of different languages, with particular success demonstrated in Python, JavaScript, TypeScript, Ruby, Java, and Go. [3]. In the one year that Copilot has been available as a “technical preview” extension for Visual Studio Code, Neovim, and JetBrains, at least 1.2 million programmers have played with the tool. In that short time, over twenty research papers have been published investigating its performance and copyright concerns related to code authorship.

Because Copilot is easy to use and can generate solutions for simple programming problems, it will redefine how people learn to code and how educators teach introductory computer science courses. In fact, Ernst and Bavota stated “The nature of learning programming will change dramatically with AIDEs. Whether these assistants will speed up or slow down the learning process is currently an open question” [5]. The authors further speculated that Copilot might already be able to solve CS1 assignments better than the students enrolled in the course. To solve assignments, students can provide Copilot snippets from the assignment specifications and accept Copilot’s suggested solutions. In this case, students may receive passing grades on programming assignments without learning how to solve the assignment on their own. Though, what happens when a Copilot-dependent programmer eventually runs into a slightly more complicated problem that AIDEs cannot (yet) solve? To help mitigate this scenario, educators should become familiar with AIDE workflows and how introductory students use them while learning to program. This paper provides an overview of this process and how educators can begin to adjust courses to teach skills that include using AIDEs.
2 Related work

AIDEs, like Github Copilot (copilot.github.com), TabNine (tabnine.com), and Kite (kite.com), are products of recent advances in deep machine learning. As the number of parameters in these deep learning models increases, so too does the accuracy of these tools. For example, one set of experiments showed Codex’s solve rate on a benchmark dataset jumped from 59.5% to 72.3% when the number of model parameters increased from 2.5 billion to 12 billion [3]. Recent research has shown that we can expect AIDEs to permeate the traditional programming workflow because they offer many benefits for users, such as automating mundane tasks [5], increasing perceived productivity [6, 9, 10, 11], and helping with learning to program or learning a new language [6, 5]. Despite these advantages, AIDEs are not a replacement for a human programmer with relevant knowledge and skills. This is because there are several known issues associated with using AIDEs, including the potential for low-quality code, errors, vulnerabilities, or bias; a compromise in efficiency, documentation, and adherence to style guidelines; and a weakening of problem solving skills due to over-reliance [6, 5, 2, 8, 3, 7]. Additionally, speculative drawbacks include legal issues related to software authorship, copyright, and licensing [4, 8]; how the programmer-computer interaction and workflow will change [5]; and variability in performance for different underrepresented user groups [11].

The aforementioned benefits and shortcomings of AIDEs apply to novice programmers and computer science students in introductory courses who use the tool as well [5, 6]. AIDEs can assist students with completing code for programming assignments, side projects, and technical coding challenges for job interviews. For example, typically students (and experts) leave their editor to search Google or StackOverflow for how to solve a problem. With AIDEs, these results can be curated and presented within the editor and in the context of the specific problem. Such a use case will likely help students learn to program because the AIDE is like a partner in pair programming or a chatbot providing code templates for students to tinker with [11]. As AIDEs continue to improve, these code templates will likely solve entire assignments. Preliminary experimentation suggests that Codex-based AIDEs can already generate passing solutions to CS1 programming assignments [5]. If a student can paste the requirements of an assignment in an AIDE and produce a solution with little to no problem solving, code writing, or debugging, what are students learning? From an educational perspective, perhaps the most important question is: in an AIDE-prevalent future, what should computer science students be learning? In this paper, we present the first research in this area that aims to investigate the effects of AIDEs on learning to program in introductory courses.
3 Methods

Our investigation was motivated by our desire to become familiar with Github Copilot, evaluate its code suggestions, and understand how students can use it when learning to code. More specifically, we were interested in answering the following three research questions:

1. Could Copilot be a viable tool for introductory programming students?
2. Could Copilot solutions earn a passing grade score?
3. Could Copilot solutions be flagged as plagiarism?

To answer these questions, we used Copilot to help solve coding assignments from two in-person courses. The first course, CS0, was a Python course designed to help introduce algorithmic problem solving to students with little to no programming experience. This course included eight programming assignments (PAs) covering common introductory topics, which are listed in Table 1. The second course was an introductory course in data science, henceforth referred to as DS1. This course also used Python; however, the students in this course had either already taken at least CS1 (in C++) or were concurrently enrolled in CS1. There were seven data-oriented programming assignments (DAs) in this course. The main topic(s) of each DA are also provided in Table 1. Different from the CS0 PAs, DS1’s DAs used non-standard Python libraries that are commonly used in data science, including NumPy, SciPy, Pandas, Requests, Matplotlib, and Sci-kit Learn. DAs also included non-programming components, such as ethics write-ups and prep work for the final project, which were omitted from our analyses.

To answer research question #1, a sophomore computer science major solved the assignments from both courses with and without Copilot enabled. Copilot solutions were generated by copying and pasting text from assignment descriptions into code comments. The first suggested code snippet was accepted as the Copilot-generated solution (see the Appendix for an example using DA1). During this process, code, notes, and screen recordings were saved to document the workflow. After we acquired preliminary results with both assignment sets, we further investigated how Copilot’s DA solutions compared to student-authored solutions from an offering of the DS1 course in the Fall of 2021 (N = 32 students). We obtained approval from our university institutional review board to utilize DS1 student code for research purposes. For research question #2, we utilized the hypothetical grades Copilot DA solutions would have received if they were turned in as student work. To do this, we asked the Fall 2021 student grader, a junior computer science major, to score the Copilot submissions as if they were student-authored.

We were interested in researching question #3 for a few reasons. First, Copilot is trained on public Github repositories and students (and experts
Table 1: CS0 programming assignment (PA) and DS1 data assignment (DA) descriptions, student perceived difficulty, and Copilot evaluation metrics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Topic(s)</th>
<th>Student Difficulty</th>
<th>Correctness</th>
<th>Appropriateness</th>
<th>Style</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PA1 Arithmetic</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA2 Functions</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA3 Conditionals</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA4 Loops</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA5 Files</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA6 Lists</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA7 Strings</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA8 Classes/simple stats</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA1 Lists/2D lists/CSV files</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA2 Data wrangling</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA3 Data wrangling</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA4 APIs/JSON</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA5 Jupyter/data viz</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA6 Hypothesis testing</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA7 Machine learning</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

alike) often search the web for help. Second, because the DS1 course was at the introductory level, we anticipated Copilot may produce a common solution that a student would likely come up with on their own. Finally, because Copilot was available in technical preview during the DS1 course, some students were already using Copilot. Of the 32 students, 3 voluntarily stated they were playing with the Copilot extension in Visual Studio Code. To answer this research question, we uploaded all the student and Copilot DA solutions to three software similarity/plagiarism detection systems: MOSS (Measure of Software Similarity), Codequiry, and Copyleaks. These tools compute the percentage of overlapping code between all possible pairs of solutions. Codequiry and Copyleaks also compare solutions with code found on the web.

4 Results and Discussion

We assessed CS0 and DS1 Copilot solutions using several evaluation metrics. Regarding research question #1, Table 1 shows the topics and student perceived difficulty of the assignment, then provides scores for Copilot’s generated code solutions in terms of correctness, style, and skill level appropriateness. The range for each of these metrics was 0 (low) to 5 (high). In general, we
were impressed with how well Copilot solved most tasks in both courses, including the later ones in DS1 that used non-standard libraries and/or web APIs. Except for documentation, Copilot perfectly solved one assignment, the first and simplest one in DS1. Copilot was unable to solve all the tasks in the other assignments, even the first few in CS0 on topics such as arithmetic and functions. Here are examples of incorrect solutions Copilot generated:

1. Using a non-current year when calculating a user’s age
2. Using ceiling when rounding should be used
3. Incorrectly implementing game logic, even when provided the game rules
4. Using a library without importing it
5. Not validating user input in a certain range of correct values

Such difficulties often stemmed from details of the assignments’ contexts, such as parsing a text file containing stops made on a road trip (PA5). The format of the file was “custom” to the assignment: road trip stop information was separated by newlines, with slightly different information available for the starting location and the destination location.

In general, Copilot used coding syntax and techniques appropriate for the student’s skill level. Occasionally it would use a technique not covered in the CS0 course, such as command line arguments or list comprehensions. Furthermore, some of the solutions were not written clearly, such as unnecessarily opening and closing a file repeatedly or including unreachable code (such as after a return statement). For style, Copilot generally used consistent naming conventions and formatting. Regarding documentation, Copilot sometimes generated inline comments at the top of files, but rarely within code to describe it. For other aspects of style and “good” coding practices, here are a few examples of Copilot’s shortcomings:

1. Writing long functions that do not follow a good bottom-up design
2. Missing output formatting details
3. Including grammar mistakes in user-facing strings
4. Failing to add a unique “personality” to interactions with the user
5. Modifying original memory when should be working with a copy

Figure 1 shows results from investigating research question #2 about the grades Copilot-generated code would have received for DS1 assignments. Note that some grades in Figure 1 were higher than 100% because each DA included one or more bonus tasks. On average, Copilot scored a 84% on the programming portions of the DAs, with a score on DA3 higher than DA3’s average student score. Mostly, Copilot did not receive full credit because of runtime errors (e.g., attempting to compute numeric statistics using string inputs), logic errors (e.g., producing incorrect results), incomplete tasks (e.g.,
failing to read data from a JSON file), and low adherence to a coding standard (e.g., not documenting code). The prevalence of Copilot-generated logic errors (about one per assignment), provides evidence that students should begin learning formal testing techniques in introductory courses. Copilot received a particularly low percentage score (68%) for DA7 because it struggled to use linear regression with a common machine learning dataset. This low score was still considered a passing grade ($\geq 60\%$), indicating Copilot can significantly help students obtain decent grades on introductory Python assignments with minimal input from the student.

The software similarity and plagiarism detection results did not suggest plagiarism on behalf of Copilot (see Table 2). The highest MOSS Copilot/student match over all DAs was 36%, which was lower than each DA’s highest student/student match. Investigating the Copilot/student matches on a case-by-case
basis revealed that the matching lines of code were often scenarios where code was expected to be common among student submissions because there was a typical solution or there was a need to declare similar variables. For example, in DA1 students were expected to write their own code to implement simple summary statistics like mean, median, mode, standard deviation, etc (see Appendix). In Copilot’s DA1 solution, the following median code was flagged as a match to student-authored code, though this is a generic solution:

```python
if count % 2 == 0:
    median = (numbers[count // 2] + numbers[count // 2 - 1]) / 2
else:
    median = numbers[count // 2]
```

Codequiry and Copyleaks detected even lower matches with student code and with code found on the web. Only Copyleaks detected a 5% match on DA5, which was due to a common Python dictionary declared to help with a data cleaning/preparation task. To summarize our conclusions for research question #3, Copilot-generated code is generally not similar enough to student-authored code to suggest plagiarism. This suggests that students are less likely to violate academic integrity policies by using Copilot for help than looking at a classmate’s code for help; however, as more students start using Copilot, issues may arise. Even though Copilot suggestions can be different for the same input, there is likely going to be scenarios where students may turn in similar solutions using Copilot independently.

Because Copilot is easy to use and can accurately solve a variety of problems, AIDE functionality will soon become standard in many coding workflows, including those used by professionals and students of all levels. While novice programmers should learn industry standard tools, they will still need to understand the problem and the code generated by the AIDE. Furthermore, all programmers need to know how to test code for functional correctness and efficiency, and how to adhere to a coding standard, regardless of who/what wrote the code. Therefore, based on our experience, literature review, and results presented in this paper, we recommend the following suggestions for educators to prepare for teaching programming in an AIDE-prevalent era:

1. Describe AIDEs to students, ensuring that all students have equal access to the tools, not just the ones “in the know”
2. Explain the advantages and disadvantages of using AIDEs
3. Design assignments to have unique contexts and personalization opportunities that differentiate solutions from commonly written code
4. Teach debugging and testing techniques in introductory courses, such as unit testing and test-driven development
5. Include assessment methods, like written/oral exams or reflections, that ensure students can solve problems without relying on AIDE assistance
5 Summary and Future Work

In the near future, AIDE-like functionality will likely become the new code completion standard. In this paper, we explored the possible effects of AIDEs, namely Github Copilot, in introductory programming courses. Our preliminary results suggested that Copilot is an easy to use and accurate enough tool that novice programmers can use it to write the majority of the code required to solve fundamental programming tasks. For an introductory data science course with Python, we found that Copilot-generated solutions earned a human-graded score between 68% and 95%. When compared to actual student-authored code, Copilot had very low code similarity scores. This suggests AI-generated solutions are unique and difficult to distinguish from human-authored solutions. For these reasons, we encourage computer science educators to become familiar with how AIDEs work and begin to design their coursework and development workflow to incorporate them. Future work includes observing how novice programmers utilize Copilot and analyzing similarities among code produced by different students using Copilot for the same assignment.
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# Create a list with the following numbers: 84.4, ...
numbers = [84.4, 75.8, 42.1, 25.9, 51.1, 40.5, 78.4, 30.3, 47.7, 58.3, 90.8, 50.5, 28.2, 61.8, 25.1, 91.0]

# Add 75.6 to the list
numbers.append(75.6)

# Compute the average of the numbers
average = sum(numbers) / len(numbers)

# Compute the standard deviation of the numbers
sum_of_squares = 0
for number in numbers:
    sum_of_squares += (number - average) ** 2
variance = sum_of_squares / count
standard_deviation = variance ** 0.5

# Round the results to 2 decimal places
average = round(average, 2)
standard_deviation = round(standard_deviation, 2)

# Print the results with informative messages
print("The/average/is", average)
print("The/standard/deviation/is", standard_deviation)

# Prompt the user for a starting value and an ending
# value replace all values in the list between the
# starting and ending values inclusive with 0 and print
start = float(input("Enter/a/starting/value:\n"))
end = float(input("Enter/an/ending/value:\n"))
for i in range(len(numbers)):
    if numbers[i] >= start and numbers[i] <= end:
        numbers[i] = 0
print(numbers)

# Print the list in reverse without using reverse()
for i in range(len(numbers) - 1, -1, -1):
    print(numbers[i], end="\n")
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Abstract

Providing opportunities to introduce proper software project management methodologies in undergraduate computer science programs can be difficult. This is especially so for programs experiencing struggles including it in their curriculum due to either the scale of the program (whether the number of faculty or students) or breadth of topics already taught. However, it is invaluable for students to be introduced to these concepts in a low stakes environment so they may be better prepared for their careers after graduating. We provide an experience report of a month-long undergraduate course which introduces key topics in project management as a side effect of hands-on experience developing video games. In groups, students delivered an educational video game from start to finish for a client (a faculty or staff member outside of the computing fields). Their client had a real need for their proposed video game, and students successfully met these needs. We demonstrate an effective environment to reinforce key project management topics and discuss lessons learned providing a free range environment for students to learn about project management.
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1 Introduction

Software project management skills are useful no matter what area of computing one enters. Many skills make up project management including but not limited to: identifying client needs, creating prospective development timelines, outlining key software features, equitably dividing labor, and providing actionable metrics for measuring success during project development. Many methodologies currently exist to help manage software projects such as Agile [4], Scrum [8], and Kanban [2].

Teaching even one of these methodologies to sufficient depth in an undergraduate computer science program can be difficult. There is a risk of shoehorning project management principles into curricula where it does not truly fit, minimizing the impact of both the original course content and project management content. On the other hand, it can be difficult to teach project management concepts in isolation, especially if there are not sufficient stakes to make using a project management methodology necessary (such as a real client, a well-defined project, and/or consequences for missed deadlines). Finally, focusing an entire course on project management risks consuming available teaching slots for other courses in a department’s curriculum. This final point highlights an issue for computer science programs experiencing scaling pains such as having too few faculty to cover a sufficient breadth of topics or too few students to offer courses which deviate beyond traditional curriculum.

We present an experience teaching an undergraduate, elective course in educational game development which, as an intended side effect, also taught the core concepts of the Kanban development methodology and required students to use the methodology in active development of a video game. This elective course served as an introduction to video game development as it applies to educational settings (K-12, undergraduate, professional development, and social outreach). The course introduced students to clients with predefined game ideas, had them team up to develop a game for their chosen client, and present their experience designing and implementing the game in a final showcase.

We demonstrate that the game development and pedagogical portions of the course were an effective veneer for teaching software project management without compromising the integrity of a course in the core curriculum nor teaching it in isolation without proper stakes. The class took on the role of a game development studio to reify the concepts of project management through hands-on experience. Through this persistent roleplaying, we maintained a level of adherence to some best practices in the Kanban methodology. The course consisted of self-assessment activities to track student growth and led to the successful creation of four educational video games for on-campus clients. We demonstrate that this experience resulted in significant increases across the board in students’ self-confidence in key software project management skills.
2 Motivation and Related Work

Applying concepts of roleplaying and gamification to project-based courses have been successful at a variety of institutions. Multiple recent surveys [3, 5] and literature reviews [7] have noted an upward trend in the adoption of gamification as applied to software engineering education, particularly as it applies to software projects and software project management. In particular, these works note a wide diversity of methodologies for implementing gamification to blend theoretical concepts and hands-on experiential learning. We provide an experience report of applying roleplay to gamify learning software project management and provide an evaluation of the course offering’s impact on student self-confidence in applying key project management skills.

One particularly insightful work applied roleplay throughout the structure of a video game development course [6]. Students were empowered to make group decisions like a game development studio: shelving game ideas that were developmental dead ends, refocusing work toward more successful projects, and enforcing deadlines. The course was structured around building the, “soft skills,” typical of professional software development similar to the course offering presented in this paper. We used this work as inspiration for what real world concepts and structures could be feasibly represented in the classroom.

Another course used roleplaying elements to provide students structure for measuring their own growth toward skill mastery [1]. Students were provided character sheets similar to tabletop roleplaying games which contained the key course skills. As students went through the course, there would be opportunities to improve their skills on their sheets. This was accomplished through teamwork. We also sought inspiration from this work to encourage students to put together project groups composed of people with a variety of skills such as programming, digital arts, and website styling.

3 Course Design and Structure

This educational game design course was offered as an elective course with no prerequisites in computer science coursework (though an introductory computer science course was preferred). It was offered during a month-long intensive study term at the host institution, and as such this was the only class students had in their schedules. Its focus was to introduce principles of video game design and pedagogy as they apply to educational video games. Students self-selected groups of three to four and chose a project based on a list of game pitches (a paragraph of descriptive text) which corresponded with a client from faculty and staff outside of computing disciplines. Chosen games included one teaching institutional fire safety policies, a physics game about vector fields,
a game teaching basic color theory, and a philosophy game demonstrating the Prisoner’s Dilemma.

During the first week, each group met with their client to better understand what game they would be creating. They then spent the month developing an educational video game from start to finish. This involved planning and designing features, weekly client meetings, equitably implementing their selected features, evaluating the effectiveness of their game as educational content and as entertainment, and communicating their progress to their peers in class.

Each class session was split into lecture (1 hour) and free work time (2 hours). The lecture portion introduced topics relevant to game design, education, and project management. The work time began with a daily standup meeting within each group followed by a daily report to the class from each group. During the standup, students consulted their shared Kanban board and updated it accordingly. Students were then allowed to work for as much or as little as they felt necessary each day. At the end of the month, every group successfully completed an educational video game for their chosen client.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Name</th>
<th>Educational Game Design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prerequisites</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enrollment</td>
<td>13 of max 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Offering</td>
<td>2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotation</td>
<td>Every other year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages</td>
<td>JavaScript, C#, HTML, CSS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.1 Learning Objectives

This educational game design course introduced education topics such as the principles of popular educational models, using storytelling/roleplaying as vehicles for learning, and gamification of education. Elements of game design such as storyboarding, implementing game mechanics, measuring user interactivity, and aesthetics were taught to have students create an *interactive*, *entertaining*, and *effective* educational game. The students were required to assess their game through playtesting along those three axes. As key course learning objectives, students were tasked to:

- Communicate and divide work among a team toward a common goal.
- Effectively use project management tools to prioritize work on a deadline.
- Identify the facets of entertainment, educational, and edutainment media.
- Identify best practices for understanding client and user needs.
- Translate a client’s vision into user interfaces and activities.
### 3.2 Key Topics

The learning objectives were reinforced across various topics. Table 2 lists the key topics introduced during the month-long course. Included are the topic name, the week it was introduced, and the focus (education, game design, or project management). The topics are also listed in the order they were introduced to students. Class sessions were held daily Monday through Friday.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic Name</th>
<th>Week Introduced</th>
<th>Focus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Version Control and GitHub</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Proj. Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identifying Client Needs</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Proj. Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Game Design Primer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Game Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational Games</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web Browser Games</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Game Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Interfaces</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Game Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Assessment</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Testing and Feedback</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Game Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patches/Continued Support</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Proj. Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case Studies</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Three days in the month were dedicated as solely work time with no lecture content. Similarly, the final week of the course focused more on work time than lecture. Instead of lecture, case studies of extant educational game companies and educational games were discussed to demonstrate the field being a viable career to students. Additionally, discussions about the line between entertainment and education and the ethics of logging user behavior in-game were facilitated during the final class week. As such no new topics were introduced.

### 3.3 Assessments

Assessment of student learning was divided into four categories: client updates, in-class participation, a final project, and a final presentation. Student groups were required to meet with their client once a week. Each week, every group filled out a form summarizing their client meeting. This included summarizing their demonstrated progress, the division of labor, noting client feedback, stating upcoming targets for the following week, and listing any roadblocks the group encountered during that week’s development. This assessment was meant to act as a guide for questions they should ask their client, a layer of accountability to ensure progress was being made, and a tool for self-reflection.
In-class participation was not graded solely on attendance or discussion. Whenever a student led their group’s daily standup or provided the class their group’s daily progress update, they received participation points. Students also provided other groups peer feedback on the progress of their game as well as their source code three times throughout the month. Participants in the peer feedback sessions also earned participation points.

The final project and presentation, though separate assessments, were tightly coupled. The project was required to be open source, hosted on GitHub, and be playable with few to no errors. Students also wrote a game manual which instructed players how to play the game. Also included in the manual was commentary on the key features of the game as told by the student who took the lead developing each feature. This added additional self-reflection as well as insight into the students’ development processes throughout the month.

The presentation was the culmination of the term. Each group was given twenty minutes to present a slideshow going over their client’s initial vision, the group’s identified client needs, the key features and mechanics of their game, conclusions they have drawn about their final product as it related to their client’s needs, and a live demo of their game in action. After all the presentations, the class (and visitors) were invited to play the completed games (and read through printed manuals) for the remainder of the class session. This open house showcase allowed the students to provide further insight into their games with their peers and the visiting faculty and students.

4 Evaluation

Evaluation of this course occurred in multiple forms. Students were given a course pre-test and post-test asking them to rate their confidence in key skills as well as demonstrate knowledge. Additionally, course evaluations were gathered on behalf of the institution.

4.1 Course Pre-Test and Post-Test

The pre-test and post-test consisted of rating scale questions and free response questions. The scale ranged from 0 to 5 (a score of 0 indicated no experience while a 5 indicated most confidence). Students rated their self-confidence in tasks related to project management: programming, debugging, group communication, use of project management tools, prioritization of work, client communication, and translating client vision into features. They were additionally asked to rate their confidence in their ability to differentiate between educational, entertainment, and edutainment media. The free response questions...
included space for students to identify what can make a video game an effective educational tool, best practices for identifying and understanding client needs, and methods for ensuring a group completes assigned work on time. All 13 students took both the pre-test and post-test.

We performed a paired Student’s $t$-test on the rating scale questions to gauge growth in student self-confidence between the pre-test and post-test. Table 3 demonstrates the results of the $t$-test and the mean scores for the measured activities. The mean score is shown to have increased significantly. Since each group successfully completed their games, we may infer their successes demonstrated an overall increased confidence gained during the month in the tasks referred in the tests.

Table 3: Summary of $t$-test on Pre-Test and Post-Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Pre</th>
<th>Post</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Programming</td>
<td>2.846</td>
<td>3.923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debugging</td>
<td>3.000</td>
<td>4.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group Communication</td>
<td>3.692</td>
<td>4.462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Management Tools</td>
<td>2.461</td>
<td>4.077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work Prioritization</td>
<td>4.000</td>
<td>4.462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client Communication</td>
<td>3.923</td>
<td>4.462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding Client Vision</td>
<td>2.769</td>
<td>4.154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment vs. Educational</td>
<td>3.538</td>
<td>4.615</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Course Evaluations

The course evaluations were collected during the final week of classes. Each response was anonymous and collected by the institution through a standardized online form. When asked what was most effective about the course, one student mentioned, “I think the freedom for groups to just start working independently on games worked really well for a course meant to be about experiential learning. It made every little mistake and breakthrough a learning opportunity.” This was rewarding feedback to receive since this student seemed to truly grasp
the purpose of the course. When comparing the course to others, another student noted, “Most other computer science classes will create multiple labs or assignments when this is not necessary. Being able to focus into a project and have passion about it has been invaluable to my learning experience.” Another student remarked that using Kanban was especially effective for their learning.

Of the 13 students in the course, 9 filled out course evaluations. All responded that the course and assignments positively contributed to their learning. Every respondent also indicated that, after taking this course, their interest in the subject area increased. For the students, this was an irregular course in the curriculum, and it would seem the course structure was particularly effective and novel for all who provided evaluations.

5 Discussion

Given the feedback provided by students, it became clear this offering of an educational game development course was effective in increasing students’ self-confidence in key skills related to software project management. We consider this course offering successful in accomplishing its goals. We can attribute this accomplishment to a few key factors: the majority of learning was experiential, students were frequently tasked to reflect on their learning, and there were multiple layers of accountability to keep students progressing.

5.1 Free Range, Experiential Learning

Being a project-based course, the majority of in-class time was devoted to group projects. This free range approach was effective in shepherding students toward hands-on learning of course topics. Structure was provided to encourage students to discuss design decisions with their peers, to share technical struggles and triumphs, and to work together to successfully apply course concepts. This took the form of mandatory daily standup meetings, daily progress reports to the class, and instructor encouragement to share student insights for the betterment of the class.

5.2 Frequent Opportunities for Self-Reflection

Select in-class activities concluded with a brief self-reflection survey where each student would have to summarize the purpose of the activity in their own words, to rate the effectiveness of the activity, and to reflect on what they liked and disliked about it. This provided in-class time to reflect on learning at least once per week. Additionally, students were asked to look back on their progress toward their project each week by filling out their weekly client update form. Each student had to summarize their own contributions, and the group
as a whole needed to determine how far along they believed they were relative to both their own plan and their client’s expectations.

5.3 Layers of Accountability

Throughout the month students always had multiple layers of accountability to ensure forward progress was being made on their projects. They were graded for submitting a weekly client update which summarized the group’s contributions for the given week. This was submitted to the instructor and the client for their review, ensuring that the instructor and client were being told the same thing. Groups were also required to meet with their client once a week at a time of their choosing. This ensured face-to-face time to clear up miscommunications, to demonstrate progress to clients, and to encourage honest dialogue for roadmapping the month.

Additionally, there were also three separate in-class peer feedback sessions. In each session one student in each group would demo their game progress and walk through their source code. Students from other groups would visit these presenters and give feedback by filling out brief feedback forms. This feedback was collected by the presenters and shared with their fellow group members at the end of the session. Once the feedback was understood by all in each group, the instructor collected the forms as part of the course participation grade.

Finally, students were given the option to submit assessments of their fellow group members at the end of the month. This was a last chance at accountability in case group communication had not corrected any inequitable divisions of labor (taking into account relative student skill level). Only three students filled out this optional form.

6 Conclusions

An important consideration for the success of this course was its scale. A class size of 13 is quite small, and there was ample time for student-instructor interaction in every class session. The enrollment also limited the number of groups (thus projects to shepherd) to four. It is easy to imagine scaling issues this course would experience if offered as-is with higher enrollment.

However, the benefit of providing students with real world experience while still within the safety of the classroom cannot be overstated. In this course offering, students on the whole saw a marked improvement in their self-confidence across fundamental skills in software development and software project management. Through the lens of video games (an incredibly popular medium for typical undergraduates), the students were able to engage with topics that will benefit them throughout their computing careers: communicating to both technical and nontechnical audiences, rallying a team around a shared goal,
independent programming and debugging, and realizing an idea into software from inception to release. From their provided self-reflections and course evaluations, it would seem they are also aware how profoundly the free range course structure allowed them to make the most of this educational experience.
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Abstract

Competitions incorporated into a computer security class can complement the theoretical content and enhance the practical material. When the material is taught in a fun and scaffolded way, computer security competitions offer an invaluable hands-on learning experience for students. However, experience shows that adding a competition as a supplemental activity does not necessarily lead to success. The course must prepare students for the competition, providing them with sufficient background knowledge to successfully approach the challenges. Additionally, student success and enjoyment depend upon group collaboration.

This research studied the evolution of an introduction to computer security class over the period of fifteen semesters, as purposeful enhancements based on student feedback were made to best incorporate the National Cyber League competition into the course.

1 Introduction and Related work

The goal of selecting a method of instruction is to create a learning environment in which students efficiently and effectively acquire skills and knowledge in a

*Copyright ©2022 by the Consortium for Computing Sciences in Colleges. Permission to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the CCSC copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the Consortium for Computing Sciences in Colleges. To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or specific permission.
way that is appealing to the student[6]. Over the last few decades, there has been a paradigm shift in which teachers focus more on student learning than teaching, giving more control to the student[1]. The idea is that students independently form knowledge as the instructor acts as a guide through the process[10].

Many terms have been used to describe this approach, such as flexible learning[19], experiential learning[2], self-directed learning, and the more apparent student-centered learning[16]. Student-centered learning has been summarized as focusing on 1) deep learning and understanding, 2) active rather than passive learning, 3) student accountability, and 4) student autonomy[11].

Deep learning involves applying skills and knowledge to a real-world problem[13]. The effectiveness of this approach was demonstrated in a study by Schwartz et al. that included 8,000 students at 45 universities and found that the students whose high school science classes focused on depth outperformed their counterparts whose high school science classes were breadth-focused[18]. For this to work, the student must be able to choose their learning path and pace while receiving continuous, rapid feedback on their progress[13].

Active learning should focus on what the student is doing rather than what the teacher does[5]. In the computer science field, cyber competitions such as Capture the Flags (CTFs) have been used for active learning experiences for over 20 years[17]. Adding a cyber competition as an activity for students provides autonomy since students typically work on it at their own pace. Additionally, the achievable goals and progress inherently designed into a cyber competition meet the requirement for accountability in a student-centered learning curriculum[7].

Competitions are instrumental in cyber security due to the complex nature of the knowledge and skills included in the domain[9]. Adding a competition to a class is a method of gamifying the curriculum, which has been shown to make learning more fun, increasing the motivation to progress, and thereby easing the burden of the complex material[14]. Competitions’ open-ended assessment measures students’ progress and encourages them to freely expand their skillset, pushing their limits[13]. Students have reported spending many hours attempting to solve a challenge through their research on the Internet[3]. In fact, students’ motivation to solve challenges was significantly greater than their effort toward traditional class assignments[3].

A student’s score in a competition is an effective way to measure learning. Chothia and Novakovic studied the correlation between students’ understanding of cyber security topics and their scores in a cyber security competition and found that they correlate highly with[4]. Another benefit is that significantly less cheating was discovered in a class involving a cyber security competition than in a course involving traditional assignments[4].
Cyber security competitions have been in existence for many years; iCTF, hosted by UC Santa Barbara, is one of the most significant and longest-running annual events dating back to 2002[4]. The goal of a typical CTF is for a team to attack an unpatched competitor’s host while at the same time defending their vulnerable host[9]. An offshoot of this type of competition is CyberPatriot which involves high school students attempting to harden Windows and Linux systems in the quickest[13]. Another type of cyber competition involves students solving challenges in a jeopardy style where points are awarded for each challenge solved with more points for more difficult challenges. One of the largest competitions is the National Cyber League (NCL), in which over ten thousand high school and college students participate every year.

The NCL is a biannual competition designed for high school through college students to solve real-world cybersecurity problems[12]. There are four phases to the NCL: 1) the Gym, which includes step-by-step instructions designed to assist students in solving the fundamental challenges, 2) the Practice Game, in which students are allowed to assist each other in solving challenges, 3) the Individual Game where students work independently, and 4) the Team Game where up to seven students work as a team. All four phases of the competition include easy, medium, and hard questions from nine cyber security categories: cryptography, password cracking, log analysis, network traffic analysis, forensics, web application exploitation, scanning, enumeration and exploitation, and open-source intelligence. These categories align with the National Institute of Standards and Technology’s (NIST) National Initiative for Cybersecurity Education’s (NICE) work roles[15].

There are several published pitfalls related to incorporating cyber security events into a course’s curriculum. First, not everyone likes to compete; trait competitiveness refers to the extent to which people enjoy interpersonal competition and the desire to win[8]. This problem can be exacerbated through the use of leaderboards. Studies of leaderboards have been mixed, ranging from showing favorable to showing adverse effects[8]. It is possible that this discrepancy has to do with how leaderboards are related to the student’s grades for the competition (this will be demonstrated in the findings of this research).

Next, not all CTFs are designed to encourage novice players[9]. This leaves new players in a state of frustration; therefore, very little learning takes place. This has compounding effects on students that are used to a traditional teaching style in which they expect to be taught all that they need to know to solve a particular challenge and get frustrated when presented with an unfamiliar challenge[3]. Another related issue is that most competitions don’t include partial credit; therefore when a student feels like they can’t solve a challenge, they don’t even attempt it[9]. Lastly, a frustration among competitors is time constraints[17]. Students who are required to compete as part of a class need
to balance the time they invest in a competition with other classwork.

2 Methods

This research studied the evolution of an introduction to computer security class over fifteen semesters. The metrics used were anonymous surveys called the student evaluation of teaching (SETs). This was given to all students near the end of each semester in a required introduction to computer security class for computer science students at a four-year university. In total, 547 out of 765 enrolled students completed the SET. This is an impressive 72% participation rate. The same professor taught the class throughout the period studied. It is important to note that this survey is given to all students at the university and is not specific to the introduction to computer security class; it is a generic survey created to apply to all courses at the university and therefore does not mention anything about security competitions.

The first survey included in this research was from Spring 2013, the first year the introduction to computer security class was taught. At the time of inception, a computer security competition was not part of the curriculum. It wasn’t until five semesters later, in the Fall of 2016, that the NCL was incorporated into the class.

The class continued with minor changes in grading students on the competition for seven more semesters. In the Spring of 2020, a post-competition debrief was added, in which students shared their answers and struggles with the competition with each other. Then, two semesters later, in the Spring of 2021, major changes to the structure and grading of the class were implemented. This involved rearranging the course material to cover all categories of the NCL before the start of the competition[20]. Another change was that students were given a set score to aim for, for a grade (1000 points would give them an 85% for the lab) when in previous semesters, the students’ grade in the competition was based on the final average grade across all students in the class. Finally, the students were not required to participate in all phases of the competition, leaving the Team Game as optional extra credit.

3 Results and Discussion

The impact of incorporating the NCL into the Introduction to Security class was measured by analyzing the results of the SETs, which were completed anonymously by the students each semester. The SETs include both quantitative and qualitative information. The quantitative score is based upon a five-point scale, with one being the lowest and five the highest. The students
are also allowed to provide comments about their overall experience of the class. These comments have been categorized based on any mention of the NCL.

The SETs include various questions about the quality of the teaching, the course material, and the assignments. All of the SET questions were reviewed to identify the questions that would be relevant to measuring the impact of incorporating the NCL into the class. Two questions were found to be relevant: 1) the course assignments contribute to learning, and 2) the course increased my knowledge of the subject.

3.1 Quantitative Results - SET Scores

The class was first taught in the Spring of 2013, and five semesters later, in the Fall of 2016, the NCL was adopted. The introduction of the NCL appears to have made a big impact, reflected in significant jumps in SET scores for both questions being evaluated; the average score related to assignments contributing to learning jumped from 4.45 to 4.77, which is a 7% increase, and the score related to knowledge improved from 3.97 to 4.92, an impressive jump of 24% (see figures 1 and 2 below). This increase was not maintained over the subsequent nine semesters. However, the average pre-NCL introduction to post-NCL introduction across all semesters showed a rise of 5% for the assignment SET question and 11% for the knowledge-related SET question. The Spring of 2017 knowledge-related SET question score was an outlier, with a score of 4.21. After careful analysis of this semester, no reason was discovered for this lower-than-average score.

Figure 1: SET results on a scale from 1 to 5 for the question about the course assignments contributing to learning.

Another improvement in the SET score for the question on course assignments contributing to learning occurred in the Spring of 2020 with the addition of a group assignment designed to disseminate knowledge gained from the NCL (see figure 1 above). The group assignment involved self-forming groups of three and describing how to solve one of the NCL challenges. They were...
to post their solution on a Google Document shared with the entire class so that the course could all learn from each other. The SET score increased on average across all semesters by 5% from pre-assignment to post-assignment.

The next significant change to the curriculum occurred in the Spring of 2021. Based on comments from students (see the comments section later in the paper), the class schedule was revamped to include instruction and labs on eight of the nine cyber security categories. The only category not covered is open-source intelligence since it involves the ability for students to Google for information, a skill they can build on their own. This change involved front-loading the class in which most of the labs were assigned in the first half of the semester instead of the second half.

Another change introduced in the Spring of 2021 was how the NCL was graded. In previous semesters students were graded on doing all three games: the practice, individual, and team games. However, students commented that this was too much of a time requirement. To address this issue, the team game was no longer required and offered as an extra credit lab. The other grading change was to their grade based on the points they scored. Before this change, students were graded based on the average score of the class. The average was constantly changing as students solved challenges. The class average from past semesters was relatively consistent at 1000 points. Therefore, it was announced before the start of the competition that for the students to earn a B (or 85%) in the competition, they would need to score 1000 points. If they scored above or below that amount, a sliding scale would be used to determine their grade.

The SET scores for both of the SET questions for Spring of 2021 were the highest since the class’s inception and close to perfect. The score for the question about course assignments contributing to learning was 4.94 out of 5, and the question about the course increasing their knowledge of the subject matter was 4.97 out of 5 (refer to figures 1 and 2 above).
3.2 Qualitative Results - SET Comments

The SETs include a section where students can include comments about the class. In 2013, the prompt for the comments was generic. In the Fall of 2017, this changed to have two separate comment sections with the prompts “what did your instructor do to make this class a good learning experience for you” and “what could your instructor do in the future to make this a better class.” Therefore, there were two semesters, Fall 2016 and Spring 2017, in which the comments section differed since the class had adopted the NCL. This change greatly affected the number of comments that students made, increasing from 66% before Fall 2016 to 89% after. However, this change does not appear to have affected the percentage of comments related to the NCL.

On average, 54% of the comments made about the class are NCL related. It needs to be reemphasized that the SET does not mention the NCL by name and includes the same questions in all courses across the university. So, without any prompting about the NCL, on average, half of the students’ comments were related to the NCL. Additionally, 48% of the comments pertaining to the NCL were purely positive. For example, one student stated, “The NCL competitions are a huge plus in being able to apply some of the knowledge learned throughout the class.” Another student went as far as saying that the “NCL really is the best part of this class. It really helps you get a feel for security and what it entails.”

As stated above, 48% of the NCL-related comments are purely positive, so what about the other 52%? The remaining NCL comments have been organized into the following four categories: 1) the students didn’t feel prepared, 2) the students didn’t like how the NCL was included in grading, 3) the NCL took up too much of the students’ time, and 4) they just did not like the NCL. This last category comprised just 4% of the overall NCL-related comments (5 out of 133 NCL-related comments over ten semesters). Almost a third, 29%, of the comments related to students not feeling like they were prepared for the NCL.

The percentage of comments about not being prepared drops to 13% and 19% for Fall 2020 and Spring 2021, respectively (see figure 3 below). During these two semesters, the purely positive comments comprised an average of 66% of the NCL-related comments. This period coincides with COVID and the move of the class to a completely online format. Since the NCL is already online, the move for this class and the competition was extremely smooth. The spike in positive comments could correlate to their appreciation of the NCL being available to them during the pandemic, while so many aspects of their classroom and life were forced to change.
4 Conclusions

Including the NCL as a series of labs in the class improved the SET scores for the question regarding the course assignments contributing to learning and the question about the course, increasing the student’s knowledge of the subject matter by 5% and 11% on average, respectively. Unprompted, the students mention the NCL in just over half of their comments. Almost half of the NCL-related comments were completely positive, about a third commented about how they didn’t feel prepared. The remaining either didn’t like how the NCL was incorporated into their grade, thought the NCL was too time-consuming. In response to feedback from the students, adjustments to the class were made, further improving the SET scores (see figure 4 below).

These statistics point to a very favorable attitude towards the NCL. The students appear to enjoy the NCL and appreciate how it furthers their learning with applicable computer security-related skills. This is summed up with the following student’s comment: “The addition of a competition to this class . . . really allows you to learn a lot. It is clear that the topics in the NCL are a much more in-depth and complex look at what we learn in regular class time, so if you want to spend the extra time and learn all about security, this provides a great opportunity to dive deeper.”
Figure 4: Summary of adjustments made to the class based on student comments.
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Abstract

Creating, deploying, maintaining, and updating cybersecurity hands-on labs is difficult at best, if not impossible for small to mid-size colleges and universities with limited faculty and staff. For each faculty member there is a trade off between creating hands-on labs versus actual instruction time. Both are important and the individual faculty member has to make a choice of what is best for their individual students.

In this research we conducted a survey of cloud-hosted, publicly-available cyber-ranges. This work doesn’t explain how to create a cyber-range, instead it classifies each cyber-range based on five different categories including: classroom management, type of labs, number of labs, supplementary reading materials, and license management. Furthermore, we investigate the cost per student based on a variety of factors.

1 Introduction

There is an increasing global need for workforce ready trained cybersecurity professionals [3]. Being workforce ready means students are trained with hands-on exercises [1]. There are several methods for developing and deploying hands-on exercises for a cohort of students. Select methods include: (i) develop from scratch, deploy locally [1, 3]; (ii) develop from scratch, deploy on cloud [2]; (iii) curate existing labs, deploy locally [1, 3]; (iv) curate existing labs, deploy on cloud [2]; or (v) use a cloud-hosted, publicly-available service that has all
the needed labs for a specific training program. Methods (i) through (iv) are not the focus of this manuscript; we focus on facilitating use of a cloud-hosted, publicly-available cyber-range for educational institutions (v). A Cyber-range is defined as "A computing environment that enables the simulation of digital devices and their associated networks, including desktops, workstations, servers and services, mobile and IoT and/or ICS devices, switches, routers, firewalls, and other digital infrastructure items, with varied levels of complexity and fidelity, and for the purposes of supporting the safe and secure execution of cybersecurity exercises and experiments for instructional, research, and/or evaluation purposes."

Cyber-ranges are useful for instructors who may not have extensive computing infrastructure available, and want to minimize the initial required setup time. Furthermore, they enable students to access hands-on exercises in a plug-and-play environment.

1.1 Current Problem

Today, it is a challenge to identify cloud-hosted and publicly-available cyber-ranges that fit the requirements for a specific cybersecurity course [4]. Several characteristics of the platform and content need to be considered by the instructor to understand which cyber-range service can best achieve their course objectives.

Our investigatory question was: “Which turn-key and ready-to-use cloud-hosted cyber-ranges are available for enabling students to perform hands-on activities for a given cybersecurity-focused course?”

We searched Google Scholar for published works that attempted to address the question posted above. In our search, we found many articles reporting on cyber-ranges, but none that addressed the question. Most currently available articles are descriptions of the design and/or implementation of private research or educational cyber-ranges. There is a lack of literature describing cloud-hosted, publicly-available, education-focused, cyber-range services.

1.2 Contribution

In this article our goal is to help the cybersecurity educational community answer the question above. We achieve this goal by providing enough information and resources including a list of available cyber-range offerings. We introduce and classify their characteristics, present the pricing modes and known pricing estimates, and attempt to estimate the cost per-student, per-semester for two example courses. The focus of this manuscript is turn-key, ready-to-use, cloud-hosted cyber-range platforms that require no infrastructure setup or maintenance, that can be accessed with a web browser.
2 Available Cyber-Ranges

We conducted a search for cloud-hosted, publicly-available, education-oriented cyber-ranges. Our findings are presented in Table 1. This list of cyber-ranges is valid as of May 19 2022, and may be referred to as service or service providers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>CM</th>
<th>TL</th>
<th>SRM</th>
<th>LM</th>
<th>NL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CompTIA [comptia.com]</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>BI</td>
<td>ISM</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CyberBit [cyberbit.com]</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>NB</td>
<td>IM</td>
<td>1300+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC-Council [eccouncil.org/]</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>BI</td>
<td>ISM</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDURange [edurance.org]</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>NB</td>
<td>ISM</td>
<td>8+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hack The Box [hackthebox.org]</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>SG</td>
<td>NB</td>
<td>ISM</td>
<td>90+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immersive Labs [immersivelabs.com]</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>NB</td>
<td>IM</td>
<td>1500+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infosec Learning [infoseclearning.com]</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>ISM</td>
<td>120+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones &amp; Bartlett [jblearning.com]</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>NB</td>
<td>IM</td>
<td>70+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NICE Challenge [nice-challenge.com]</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>NB</td>
<td>IM</td>
<td>400+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Ares [projectares.academy]</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>NB</td>
<td>ISM</td>
<td>400+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RangeForce [rangeforce.com]</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>NB</td>
<td>ISM</td>
<td>120+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testout [testout.com]</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>BI</td>
<td>ISM</td>
<td>150+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ThriveDX [thrivedx.com]</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>SG</td>
<td>NB</td>
<td>ISM</td>
<td>500+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Try Hack Me [tryhackme.com]</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>NB</td>
<td>ISM</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uCertify [ucertify.com]</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>BI</td>
<td>ISM</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


2.1 Characteristics of Available Cyber-Ranges

We characterize service providers using the following five criteria: (i) Classroom Management, (ii) Type of Labs, (iii) Number of Labs, (iv) Supplementary Reading Materials, and (v) License Management.
2.2 Classroom Management

Classroom Management criteria defines the service provider’s available instructor ready student management tools. We evaluated the following classroom management tools including: (i) student progress tracking, (ii) teams creation, (iii) team progress tracking, and (iv) grade management. Student progress tracking refers to the ability to provide the instructor with information regarding a student’s status in completing lab tasks. Teams creation refers to a group creation feature that the instructor can use to form teams and assign the teams a set of lab tasks. Team progress tracking refers to the tools provided for the instructor regarding a team’s status in completing lab tasks. Grade Management refers to a module which can be used by the instructor to grade submitted lab task activities.

The classroom management criteria is classified as: (i) Full, (ii) Partial, and (iii) None. Full indicates the service provider supports all the listed criteria. Partial classifier indicates the service provider supports a portion of the listed criteria. None indicates the service provider does not support the listed criteria.

2.3 Type of Labs

Type of Labs criteria that define the nature of provided lab activities provided for both the students and the instructor include: (i) Self-Guided, (ii) Step-by-Step, and (iii) Hybrid. Self-Guided indicates the service provider has activities that are predominantly student driven, meaning the student is expected to perform the activities without being given an outright solution. Step-by-step indicates the service provider has activities that are predominantly driven by provided instructions, meaning the students are provided a significant amount of help in performing the activities. Hybrid indicates the service provider activities are a mix between the self-guided and step-by-step.

2.4 Supplementary Reading Materials

Supplementary Reading Materials criteria defines if additional reading resources are provided including: (i) Book Included, (ii) Book Separate, and (iii) No Book. Book Included indicates the service provider issues a print or eBook textbook to complement the hands-on labs. Book Separate indicates the supplementary reading material can be purchased for an additional fee. No Book indicates there is no supplementary reading material.

2.5 License Management

License Management criteria indicates the type of license management provided by the service provider, including: (i) Individual Student and (ii) Institution
Managed. Individual Student indicates each student purchases the service provider software license. Individual licenses are purchased via directly at the service provider’s website or at an institution’s bookstore.

Institution Managed refers to the department or the instructor purchasing all the licenses for a class. Once the licenses are purchased, the instructor will assign each individual a license. Advantages of institution managed licensing include, some services provide volume purchase discounts, and class roster changes are easily managed without a cost penalty to a student that drops. Institution managed licensing can be passed onto the students as course fees.

2.6 Number of Labs

Number of Labs criteria defines the number of lab activities provided by the service including: (i) Cloud, (ii) Local Installation Service Provider Software, and (iii) Local Installation No Service Provider Software. Cloud activities are performed on remotely hosted system environments, and are potentially accessed via a web browser. Local Installation Service Provider Software activities require the user to install the activities environment on a non-service provider local system. Local Installation No Service Provider Software are activities the user conducts on a local machine without installation of any service provider software.

3 Pricing Modes and Costs of Available Cyber-Ranges

We discuss pricing mode criteria and costs for the service providers discussed in Section 2. The information provided in the section lists the pricing modes and costs for the cyber-ranges listed in Table 1.

3.1 Pricing Modes

In our survey we encountered three types of pricing modes, (i) Ranged, (ii) Fixed, and (iii) No Cost. Service providers final costs for Ranged pricing mode are dependent on several factors including number of modules, number of labs, number of students, type of licensing, and type of classroom management. Ranged classifiers include: Ranged, based on modules selected; Ranged, based on the number of students; Ranged, based on the number of modules (labs) and/or number of students selected; and Ranged, based on the tier selected. Institutions Service providers final costs for Fixed pricing mode represents a singular cost. A few services are available at no cost for US-based non-profit institutions.
Approximate Costs of Cyber-Ranges listed in Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>PM</th>
<th>Costs (40 students)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CompTIA</td>
<td>RM</td>
<td>$180 to $240 /student/year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CyberBit</td>
<td>RMS</td>
<td>$1200 to $1500 /student/year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC-Council</td>
<td>RM</td>
<td>$50 to $1200 /student/year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDURange</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hack The Box</td>
<td>RT</td>
<td>$117 /student/3 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immersive Labs</td>
<td>RMS</td>
<td>$40k to $150k /class/year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infosec Learning</td>
<td>RMS</td>
<td>$800 /student/year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones &amp; Bartlett Learning</td>
<td>RM</td>
<td>$100 to $350 /student/year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NICE Challenge Project</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Ares</td>
<td>RM</td>
<td>$15 to $225 /student/month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RangeForce</td>
<td>RS</td>
<td>$500 /class/year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testout</td>
<td>FC</td>
<td>$120 /student/18 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ThriveDX</td>
<td>FC</td>
<td>$100 /student/5 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Try Hack Me</td>
<td>RMS</td>
<td>$10 to $25 /student/month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uCertify</td>
<td>FC</td>
<td>$140 /student/18 months</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Displays the pricing mode and costs for the cyber-ranges listed in Table 1. **KEY:** Pricing Mode (PM): Classifiers RM: Ranged, Modules Selected; RS: Ranged, Number of Students; RMS: Ranged, Number of Modules and/or Number of Students; RT: Ranged, Tier Selected; FC: Fixed Costs; NC: No Cost.

3.2 Costs

Costs listed include customized quotes from some of the service providers. Such customized cost quotes vary from one institution to another due to factors, such as number of students, number of labs, number of courses, and length of the contract. We encourage interested instructors to contact the respective service providers directly without harboring any cost expectations.

4 Two Course Case Studies

In this subsection we introduce two case studies and an estimate of the hands-on activities for each course. The purpose of these case studies is to allow us to compare offerings and corresponding per-student, per-course, cost estimates of using the described cyber-ranges.

As part of the pricing model, most commercial cyber-ranges will provide customized content for each course based on the cybersecurity objectives of the course. Furthermore, most of the listed cyber-ranges in Table 1 have some
free content that is limited. For example, RangeForce has a free community edition with a total of 30 modules. These modules provide limited hands-on labs for Orange Team, Yellow Team, Blue Team, and Purple Team.

The first case study is for a freshman/sophomore course where the students have no/limited cybersecurity knowledge. The second case study is for a senior level network security course, that has prerequisites of the course from the first case study, and networking background.

In order to normalize the student cost/labs across both quarter and semester schools, the case studies are built on a 12-week course. Furthermore, each course has objectives that are mapped to the NIST/NICE framework. The details for each course are discussed below. NOTE: the course numbers and titles are fictional. The NICE/NIST knowledge units can be found at: https://dl.dod.cyber.mil/wp-content/uploads/cae/pdf/unclass-cae-cd_ku.pdf

4.1 Case Study 1: Cybersecurity Fundamentals

This course presumes the students have no cybersecurity experience. The course objectives are aligned with the Center of Academic Excellence in Cybersecurity outcomes of: Cybersecurity Foundations, Cybersecurity Principles, IT System Components, and Basic Cryptography.

4.1.1 Case Study 1: Cyber Ranges Utilized

The content for this course is built around CompTIA Security+. The students in this course require significant instruction and significant direction when it comes to labs. The hands-on labs are structured based on the free version of Immersive Labs and the paid content of uCertify. The students purchased uCertify out of pocket as the required textbook.

The Immersive Labs’ free content requires the students to complete a number of interactive hands-on labs outside of class. Some of the labs are step-by-step, and a majority of the labs are hybrid. The students create a free account, they enroll and complete the assigned labs, and they submit a PDF that is a screen capture of the completed lab in the appropriate Learning Management System (LMS). The grading is usually conducted on a scale where students receive a 0 for no submission, a 1 for an incomplete lab, and a 2 for a fully completed lab. Immersive Labs and uCertify were chosen based on cost and the combination of step-by-step and hybrid labs.

The uCertify content is all inclusive, including an online textbook, labs that correspond to the chapters in the textbook, quizzes, and flashcards. uCertify seamlessly integrates with the popular LMS. uCertify also has multiple pretests, and post-tests to assess the students’ knowledge and to prepare them for the actual exam if the students so desire.
4.1.2 Case Study 1: Cyber Range Costs

For this course the six month version of uCertify was chosen for approximately $84 per student. The course was structured around the students reading the chapter content before class, and then the instructor supplementing the material with lecture. The uCertify labs were assigned as both in-class labs, where the instructor was present to answer questions, and take home labs, where the students logged in from home on their own time and completed the lab. In either scenario, once the student completed the lab it automatically updated in the LMS. Based on the readings, the lectures, and the labs, both uCertify quizzes and instructor made quizzes were administered.

4.1.3 Case Study 1: Cyber Range Evaluation

The use of Immersive Labs helped introduce the basic concepts. The use of uCertify then solidified those basic concepts through the uCertify labs. The uCertify labs were basic and step-by-step; however, since this was the students’ first exposure, the labs satisfied the learning outcome expectations of an introductory course. One problem was the uCertify access through the web browser was slow. Another problem was integration of the LMS and uCertify. The uCertify LMS interface was difficult to use.

4.2 Case Study 2: Network Security

This course presumes the students have extensive cybersecurity experience, including all the prerequisites. The course objectives are aligned with the CAE outcomes of: Network Defense (NDF), Network Technology and Protocols (NTP), and Penetration Testing (PTT).

4.2.1 Case Study 2: Cyber Ranges Utilized

The content for this course is built around traditional network security topics like the SEED labs [2] and basic penetration testing concepts. The course usually starts with a review of networking concepts, specifically networking technologies and protocols, including the protocol weaknesses. The students in this course don’t require significant instruction or significant direction related to the labs. HTB was chosen for the cost and the learning academy. The cost per license was $90 and we paid from course fees. There was no out of pocket student expense.

The students completed a set number of learning modules from the Academy subscription. Like the Immersive Labs from Case Study 1, there was no LMS integration; therefore, students were required to submit a PDF. For the Enterprise HTB, the students were assigned dedicated boxes that required the
students conduct penetration testing based on the Academy learning modules. The instructor occasionally lectured, usually offering a walk through of a dedicated box based on the Academy learning concepts. The students were required to submit a PDF screen capture illustrating their progress on the dedicated box.

4.2.2 Case Study 2: Cyber Range Costs

The three month subscription to Hack The Box (HTB) was chosen. HTB requires two different subscriptions. The students are required to purchase the monthly $18 subscription from Academy HTB. For the dedicated boxes for the penetration testing portion, the department purchased the Enterprise HTB licenses for $90 per student.

4.2.3 Case Study 2: Cyber Range Evaluation

One regret we have from this case study is we did not require formalized penetration testing write-ups explaining the processes the students used to penetration test the box.

Responses to the end-of-quarter course evaluation survey showed the students found the HTB content to be beneficial in achieving course learning objectives. The students enjoyed trying to penetration test the box to discover the hidden flag. The students were split on the Academy learning modules, based on the required time to read and complete the hands-on labs. For the instructor there was no LMS integration. The HTB management interface was easy to use; however, if a student encountered a problem with their license, trouble shooting was slow and cumbersome due to the time differences between the US and the United Kingdom. A difficult challenge was finding the correct balance between lecture and self-study based on the assigned HTB Academy modules. HTB would be beneficial to students that work well independently over a lecture based course such as this case study.

5 Conclusion

It is important to disclose that what was presented above is a potential example of usage. Other courses designed in a different way and/or with different assignment of activities would result in a different pricing outcome. We strongly suggest not to interpret the data shown above as the authors’ recommendation for any one particular cyber-range. Each of the presented cyber-ranges provide different offerings with different cost and functionalities and very disparate pricing modes. The answer to the question of which offering is the optimal of-
ferring for a given course will depend heavily on the length of the course and the particular selection of activities.

In this manuscript we investigated, classified and analyzed turn-key, ready-to-use, cloud-hosted cyber-range platforms that require no infrastructure setup or maintenance. Our conclusion is, this classification and analysis should be beneficial to small to medium sized colleges and universities that have limited faculty, and resources needed to provided sufficient hands-on labs to its cybersecurity students. Ultimately it is the decision of each university on how the cost per student will be amortized across the student population. Future work includes a comparative analysis of the listed services as observed during deployment in additional courses.

It is our goal that this foundation survey benefits every school looking to incorporate hands-on labs in their courses without having to create, deploy, maintain and update the labs.
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The authors certify that they are not affiliated with any of the cyber-ranges described in this article or their sponsoring organizations or companies, other than having evaluated or used some of these offerings in some of our courses.
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Abstract

SQL injections remain a serious security threat to applications using databases. In this experience paper, we report on teaching SQL injection hands-on using the EDURange platform in two different undergraduate courses, Web Development and Databases. We analyze the results from a voluntary survey with answers from 17 students who took the Web Development course and from 8 students who took the Database course. We focus our discussion around several lessons we learned, including the importance of guiding questions, covering unions and padding, and how to deal with the possibility of students adversely modifying the learning environment.

1 Introduction

Web-facing applications are common targets for attackers who seek to expose sensitive information such as passwords or credit card information. The list of the top ten security risks in 2021 at the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) [6] shows injection vulnerabilities as number three. This category includes SQL injection. Injection attacks can occur when unsanitized user
input is included in executed statements. These types of attacks are often used to gain access to sensitive information in SQL databases. Taylor et al. [8] have surveyed seven popular database textbooks and found that most of them do not cover this topic adequately. To address this problem, we have developed an exercise to teach students how SQL injections work and how to prevent them, which were the learning goals for the exercise we created.

One could discuss SQL injection attacks in class, but hands-on exercises are critical for learning and engagement. In this experience paper, we explore hands-on teaching platforms and discuss our experience teaching SQL injection using the EDURange platform [10, 2]. Our main goal was to explore how to teach SQL injection and what the obstacles might be.

2 Related Work

Numerous hands-on exercises have been created to aid the teaching of SQL injection. Yuan [11] describes eight web security labs, three of which deal with SQL injection. However, they are primarily focused on vulnerability detection and testing. They found that the “real-world” aspects of the exercises made the material more interesting to students. Du [3] outlines the labs of the SEED project, one of which focuses on SQL injections. The EDURange version goes beyond these attacks and can also run in the cloud or locally. Most important is that EDURange exercises are extensible by the instructor.

Li et al [4] outline eight security labs that can be played in two modes: war mode and peace mode. War mode has students work as ethical attackers while peace mode has students attempt to prevent attacks. However, the war mode has not been developed for the SQL injection lab.

The Web Application Hacker’s Handbook and the accompanying Portswigger website [7] have an extensive set of exercises. They provide an overview of SQL injection that includes an injection cheat sheet and a video explanation of the topic. They also provide injection samples to accomplish different goals such as retrieving hidden data, subverting application logic, UNION attacks, examining the database, and blind SQL injection. Alongside the explanatory information, they provide 16 labs. Each lab contains the author’s solution as well as community solutions in the form of videos. A few of the labs require the user to accomplish the same goal on different SQL implementations (MySQL, Oracle, etc). While focusing on multiple implementations might be appropriate for deeper dives into SQL, this can cause confusion in introductory SQL exercises. The Portswigger labs [7] require Burp Suite or other tools to complete the later labs. Burp Suite is a web security testing tool with the ability to intercept and modify HTTP requests made by the client. This capability is required in order to complete Portswigger’s blind SQL injection labs. However,
this could cause unnecessary friction during in-class activities. Portswigger contains a large body of work and might be too much to be included in Web or database classes. The EDURange containers provide all of the necessary software tools and tries to pare down the scope of the exercise while including some complex but important examples.

Basit [1] created a platform with 12 challenges to introduce students to SQL injection. Unfortunately, the levels hosted at www.databases.cs.virginia.edu/sqlinject/ are no longer available. They attempt to structure the levels in a way that each level builds on the previous. Level one asks students to create a SQL injection that will expose all usernames contained within a “users” table. The hint gives students the answer. Level two has the student create a SQL injection that exposes the names of other tables in the database. This is a big leap. It requires the student to be familiar with the implementation-specific SQL table called information_schema.tables. EDURange addresses some of the problems of bridging the gaps between levels by using guiding questions. In addition, EDURange is flexible. Instructors can easily modify exercises by adding their own questions or by inserting/deleting levels based on classroom data that is collected and student feedback.

3 Levels and courses

The goal of the EDURange SQL CTF (capture the flag) exercise is to teach students why SQL injections are important, how they work, and how to prevent them. It applies to any web application with a database back end.

Our exercise has three levels. Students are given the following information: the queries for level 1 (SELECT * FROM countries WHERE name='<ARG>);} and level 2 (SELECT * FROM books WHERE author LIKE '%<ARG>%'), and a hint for level 3 ("count the number of columns in the table").

Fig. 1 shows level 3 after input without SQL injection. Fig. 2 shows level 3 after a successful SQL injection.

| Movie lookup |
| Filter by year: | Search |
| Query results | Returned 60 hits |
| # | Title | Genre | Director | Year |
| 81 | Inception | Action,Adventure,Sci-Fi | Christopher Nolan | 2010 |
| 159 | Shutter Island | Mystery,Thriller | Martin Scorsese | 2010 |
| 142 | Diary of a Wimpy Kid | Comedy,Family | Thor Freudenthal | 2010 |

Figure 1: Level 3 after ‘2010’ has been entered.
Students were also given the following guiding questions:

1. What is a "comment" symbol?
2. What boolean operator did you use to dump the table from level 1?
3. What is the flag for level 1?
4. What special character is the LIKE query using in level 2?
5. What is the flag for level 2?
6. What keyword could you use to query two combined tables?
7. What is the flag for level 3?
8. What is the password for user "backdoor"?

In Spring of 2022, we taught SQL injection in two undergraduate courses, web development and databases, using the EDURange platform. Students in the database class had spent several weeks writing SQL queries, while those in web development only had about one week. The same instructor introduced the same exercise in both classes.

In the web development course, students had an hour long class period on one day to mostly independently try to answer the questions. They were asked
to spend an additional hour after class to continue exploration. The next two class days provided more time and review, but also introduced another topic.

In the database course, one of the co-authors of this paper (who had been sitting in the back for most of the term) was invited to give a guest appearance. The same SQL injection exercise was used. Since the time available was limited to about 40 minutes of one class day, the instructor showed a guided walkthrough in which the students could follow along.

4 Student survey

In both courses, in an anonymous survey, students were asked six questions on a 5-point Likert scale. They were also asked the two following open-ended questions: "What problems did you encounter in completing the lab?" and "What changes could be made to the lab to enhance your learning?"

![Survey results from the web development course.](image)

We received responses from 17 students in the Web Development course and 8 students in the Database course. Most students in the Web Development course found the activity to be interesting and challenging. Looking at the graph, a theme emerges suggesting students in this course wanted more
guidance before and during the activity. In the two open-ended questions, Web Development students reported that they felt confused or “unsure what to do a lot of the time.”

In contrast, more students in the databases course agreed that the activity was interesting and helpful to build their understanding of the course material. The database students’ answers to the open-ended questions suggest they were less confused about how to complete the exercises. There was a higher demand for independence rather than guidance during the exercises. One student responded saying they would have liked “[m]ore time to sit and think about how to solve the problems, [and] less time spent being told how to do them.”

5 Lessons Learned

5.1 Guiding questions

This feedback from the students helped to inform our lessons learned. Specifically, it helped to demonstrate the importance of guiding questions in leading students through the exercises. Where the web development class could have used better hints and guiding questions, the database students could have ben-
edited from more variety in the types of SQL injections used and more time to solve the problems on their own. It is clear that platforms used to teach SQL injection must be flexible. Instructors should be able to adjust questions to match the level of difficulty and guidance which will suit the students best. The EDURange platform [2] now includes an editable YAML file which instructors can use to change and rearrange the guiding questions associated with the exercise. Guiding questions are especially useful for advancing to levels where it is difficult to get the solution by trial and error, as in the case of padding (to force matching numbers of columns in an UNION statement).

5.2 UNION attacks and padding
The UNION operator is used to combine the result-set of two or more SELECT statements. It can be used to spill secrets from tables other than the one in the original query. However, to use UNION, each SELECT statement must produce the same number of columns with the same data types. The former can require padding, a topic that some students may be unfamiliar with and find difficult to grasp. We have seen multiple approaches to padding. Some exercises avoid padding altogether by only using a single column while others try to demonstrate the best methods for finding a table’s dimensions. We believe that it is important to address padding as it is often needed to display data on the site that is being attacked. We feel that it is most beneficial to start with a simplified example using only one or two columns (to avoid the need for padding), before demonstrating methods to count columns for padding.

5.3 Progression of levels
Level 1 of our exercise introduces comments, quotes and logic. These rudimentary parts of SQL injections are easy to utilize. With this knowledge students can start to retrieve unintended information and gain unwanted access. After students have used these ideas, they are ready to bypass common prevention measures such as blocking all comment symbols. This leads to an opportunity for students to learn that different representations (like ASCII) for these characters can be used in their place. Next, students can be introduced to queries that use the LIKE clause and how wildcards can be used to match common names of tables, columns, etc. After these concepts, students can begin forming injections that query information about the database itself. This may include the version, table names, and the number of rows or columns. At this point, padding should be discussed as it is common for the number or type of columns returned by the injection to not match those of the original query. It is our opinion these introductory exercises should only use one SQL flavor as the use of multiple may cause unnecessary confusion. Guiding questions should be provided for each level.
5.4 How to handle "DROP TABLE"

After students learn these new and intriguing techniques, our hope is that they will get satisfaction out of putting them into practice and experimenting with new ideas. Unfortunately, the place students may attempt this experimentation is on our site (that hosts the hands-on exercise). This can cause problems if the appropriate precautions are not taken. One of the more harsh injections a testbed needs to be ready for is students attempting to drop tables. This is something that we experienced during the first iteration of our exercise. Fig. 5 shows the apologetic email we got from a student.

I dropped the main data table from my webfu page. Whoops. I couldn’t figure out what I was supposed to do, so I thought I should try breaking it! I guess I tried too hard.

![Image of error message]

Figure 5: Email from a student.

How to combat this while still giving students the opportunity to experiment with SQL injections? One resource-intensive option would be to have individual containers or databases for every student. This would allow students to experience destruction without damaging the learning environment for other students. In our current setup, we try to detect and prevent the DROP command and similar statement that alter the state of the database. We do notify the student when we detect a potentially destructive command. At any rate, it is recommended to be ready (with scripts) to rebuild the learning environment to its original state.

5.5 Learning Environment

We believe an important part of a learning environment includes hands-on activities. Hands-on activities give students many opportunities to actively participate in the classroom and aid their learning. With interactive platforms,
we can allow students to test their knowledge immediately and help them retain the knowledge and get assistance if needed. Cloud-based learning platforms eliminate barriers to entry for students as well as many compatibility issues which could limit students. Often with local environments, a lot of the student’s time could easily be taken up by attempting to set up the environment instead of being able to practice the material at hand. Additionally, we believe that gamification is a very strong way to maintain student interest and help them enjoy the material. Some common ways we implemented gamification is by giving the students tasks to find specific information within the site such as flags and passwords. Future work would be to turn this into a Red Team/Blue Team exercise by allowing students to modify code.

5.6 Logging student activity

We wanted to log user input within the scenario to see how students were approaching problems and to identify common misunderstandings or struggles for students within the testbed. EDURange has the capability to capture student actions [5]. Theoretically students could be individually identified by their session. However, this can be blocked by using incognito browser tabs. Indeed, a browser assigns a new session to each new incognito tab that the student may open, causing the logger into treating each session as a distinct user. Once we are able to consistently distinguish between users, we will be able to assign logged activities to participants accurately. This can help us improve feedback to students that are struggling with any part of the activity. In the future, we plan to extend our previous work [9] and use machine learning to identify these patterns and determine the best time to help students through the activity with a helpful hint.

![Figure 6: Excerpt from the log file showing line number, session id (truncated), exercise level, user input, output (if any), error (if any), timestamp.](image-url)
6 Conclusion and Future Work

Using hands-on exercises in the EDURange platform, we integrated the security topic of SQL injection into two different non-security undergraduate courses, Web Development and Databases. We collected feedback from student activity logs, a voluntary survey, and from direct communication with the students.

Many students had questions about UNION attacks. These attacks are often used to retrieve data from other tables, e.g. passwords of users. In general, one needs to use padding for this. Based on student feedback, we plan to improve the exercise in two ways. We would add a preparatory level that uses UNION without padding, and we would add more guiding questions on this topic.

Even if the exercise doesn’t call for it, curious students may experiment with the “DROP TABLE” statement and thus destroy the learning environment. We discussed several ways in which this could be handled.

Future work includes using machine learning to identify students having trouble, especially with padding and to evaluate which hints to give and when.

7 Additional Information

We contacted our IRB and got exempt status. We plan to make some of the artifacts available to the community. We would like to especially thank Alain Kaegi. This work was supported by the National Science Foundation under grants 2216485 and 2216492.
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Abstract

Computer science (CS) outreach during K-12 grades plays a huge role in students’ interest to pursue computing as a career. With the current 13 percent projected growth of computing occupations from 2020-2030, the demand for CS graduates has remained steady. Programming camps provide the ability to engage K-12 students in computing activities with the hopes of making a short-term program have a lasting impact on their student attitudes and understanding of the tech field. The main purpose of this systematic review is to evaluate the current state of programming camps for middle school students and their effectiveness in supporting positive student attitudes and increase in programming knowledge. This review provides connections to current CS education research and makes recommendations on future reporting of programming camp-related studies.

*Copyright ©2022 by the Consortium for Computing Sciences in Colleges. Permission to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the CCSC copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the Consortium for Computing Sciences in Colleges. To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or specific permission.
1 Introduction and Related Work

Programming camps are a type of outreach opportunity for K-12 students to engage with programming and computing concepts via project-based and experiential-based learning outside of regular classroom hours [3, 15, 21, 23, 25]. Short-term CS opportunities could provide a long-lasting impact on students’ perceptions of CS [15, 17]. Although programming camps seem to have the components necessary to foster interest in CS in a shorter period, much work is needed to systematically evaluate curriculum and camp organizing decisions on middle school student attitudes towards CS and learning how to code.

To date, there has been one systematic review of CS outreach programs [7] that centers primarily on what data has been collected and the general goal of the outreach program, such as increasing engagement in programming students belonging to underrepresented groups. There are no systematic reviews that outline what programming camp organizing decisions, such as curriculum and logistics, are most effective in improving student attitudes towards programming and programming knowledge. Thus, this systematic review seeks to evaluate the current state of programming camps for middle school students and their effectiveness in supporting positive student attitudes and increased programming knowledge. This systematic review explores the current state of the literature on programming camps for middle school students through the following research questions:

1. How effective are programming camps in improving programming knowledge and/or computational thinking skills?
2. How effective are programming camps in improving student attitudes towards computing?

2 Method

This systematic review utilizes the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses (PRISMA) guidelines [8]. PRISMA guidelines were chosen to promote transparency and reproducibility of article retrieval and coding process.

2.1 Search Terms Structure

The keywords were structured to ensure sensitivity in retrieving as many programming camp-related studies about middle school students as possible:
• Included Independent variable (Programming Camp) terms: computer science camp OR computer science camps OR IT camp OR IT camps OR programming camps OR programming camp OR code camps OR code camp OR coding camp OR coding camps OR computing camp OR computing camps OR tech camp OR tech camps OR technology camp OR technology camps.

• Included Population terms: middle school* OR junior high school* OR eighth grade* OR sixth grade* OR seventh grade* OR 6-8 grade* OR grade 6-8 OR grade 6 OR grade 7 OR grade 8 OR 8th grade OR 7th grade OR 6th grade

• Excluded Population terms: elementary school OR grammar school OR primary school OR grade 1 OR grade 2 OR grade 3 OR grade 4 OR grade 5 OR grade 9 OR grade 10 OR grade 11 OR grade 12 OR kindergarten* OR adult school OR first grade* OR second grade* OR third grade* OR fourth grade* OR fifth grade* OR ninth grade* OR tenth grade* OR eleventh grade* OR twelfth grade* OR high school* OR secondary school* AND preschool* OR early childhood OR 1st grade OR 2nd grade OR 3rd grade OR 4th grade OR 5th grade OR 9th grade OR 10th grade OR 11th grade OR 12th grade

2.2 Electronic Databases Search

Articles were retrieved from five databases: ERIC ProQuest, Web of Science, PsycInfo, ACM Digital Library, and IEEE Xplore Search. Since there was a previously published systematic literature review on computer science outreach this search was filtered from 2016 to 2021. All initial articles were retrieved on September 25, 2021.

2.3 Study Selection

Sixty-five duplicate papers were first removed. Then, studies were screened in two phases. In phase one, the titles and abstracts were screened by a single reviewer and 2509 studies were excluded. In phase two, the full-texts of 112 studies were retrieved and evaluated. A total of 14 studies were retained for inclusion in this systematic review \[1, 6, 8, 11, 14, 17, 21, 22, 24, 25\].

2.4 Data Items and Collection Process

Eligible papers were coded for programming knowledge/CT skill development or student attitude change pre- and post-programming camp. The data extraction focused primarily on programming camp logistics, paper characteristics,
and data to answer the research questions. Further coding efforts were made to create broader categories for each variable for the purpose of analysis.

2.5 Data Analysis

For each coded category, frequencies and percentages were calculated. To uncover patterns on several data extracted and coded, fine grade data extraction columns and filtering were used to identify opportunities for cross variable analysis and sorting based on subcategories in each variable. For cross variable analysis, frequencies and percentages were calculated.

3 Results

To answer our research questions, we focused our analysis of 16 within-group studies on the organizing decision characteristics of programming camps and the effectiveness of the programming camps on programming knowledge.

3.1 Organizing Decision Characteristics of Programming Camp

Regarding programming camp teaching decisions, such as teaching approach, project-based was the most common approach in programming camps (n = 8). This is followed by the hands-on scaffolded approach (n= 4). Three studies utilized a mixed approach. Two of three studies which utilized a mixed approach implemented project-based learning with unplugged activities. Only one study did not report their teaching approach.

3.2 Programming Camp Effectiveness on Programming Knowledge

Six studies addressed programming knowledge or computational thinking skills, while ten studies did not. For the studies that examined these outcomes, five saw an improvement in programming or computational thinking skills. One study had inconclusive findings.

Although most programming camps did not focus explicitly on assessing knowledge or computational thinking skills, there was effective reporting on the languages and concepts covered. Block programming (i.e., MIT App Inventor and Scratch) was the most common programming language format (n = 7), followed by a combination of block and text-based programming languages (n = 5). Only one study used an offline method through unplugged programming and one study did not report the programming language or platform used.

Further analysis was done to examine potential patterns between programming languages and any other variables relevant to programming camp logis-
tics. Figure 1 provides an overview of programming camp logistics as it relates to the choice of programming language.

### Figure 1: Overview of Programming Language Usage Frequencies

Seven studies did not explicitly report specific programming or computational thinking concepts. However, nine studies did report concept coverage for programming and computational thinking, such as variables, loops, control structures, data structures, debugging, and computational thinking.

### 3.3 Programming Camp Effectiveness on Student Attitudes

Fourteen studies observed improvements in student attitudes towards computing. Eight studies saw an increase in positive CS perceptions. All 14 studies observed an increase in positive student attitudes such as increased interest in CS, self-efficacy in CS, interest in STEM, and engagement in learning CS.

Figure 2 provides an overview of what programming camp logistics may have played a factor in the two commonly investigated student outcomes, CS perceptions and interest.

### 3.4 Effectiveness on Programming Knowledge

The results on programming knowledge and computational thinking skills provide directions on how to explore these student outcomes in programming camps. In general, the 5/6 studies which investigated programming knowledge and computational thinking saw an improvement. The other eligible studies only collected pre- and post-camp data to assess programming knowledge or computational thinking skills. Fields et al.’s study was the only study among 6 which investigated the learning progress of middle school students from their first day to last day. The main reason why their results were inconclusive
Figure 2: Overview of Logistics and Student Attitudes

was their observation data showed peaks of collective understanding of easier material on day 1 to gradually harder concepts leading up to day 5 of their programming camp [10]. This suggests that organizers and scholars should measure programming knowledge throughout the camp to better assess and improve on curriculum designs for future programming camps.

Many papers provided robust details on programming language and concept coverage. Block programming is the most used programming camp language, since it is geared towards novice programmers due to its visual, easy-to-use interfaces [9, 11, 25]. Surprisingly, the next most common programming language approach is a combination of block programming like Scratch [11, 25] and text-based programming like Python [1]. According to literature, jumping from block to text-based programming may require time to do [16]. However, results show that studies that introduced both block and text-based programming took 6-10 days; none introduced them within 1-5 days. Indicative that programming camps that have middle schools’ students code in both likely run on the longer side to ensure that students do not become overwhelmed by a quick transition into text-based programming.

In terms of concept coverage, core concepts like variables and control structures were covered and reported explicitly in the eligible studies. These are concepts that have been commonly covered in current introductory courses or learning opportunities for middle school students [12]. However, computational thinking skills are not widely introduced in recent programming camps, and coverage of sub-concepts varied from study to study [10, 24]. Debugging was another concept that was not widely introduced in recent programming camps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Subcategories</th>
<th>Increased positive CS perceptions</th>
<th>Increased interest in CS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length of Camp</td>
<td>1-5 Days</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6-10 Days</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11+ Days</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length Per Day</td>
<td>1-3 Hours</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4+ Hours</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not Reported</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching Approach</td>
<td>Project-based</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hands-on scaffolded</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not Reported</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.5 Effectiveness on Student Attitudes

Perception of CS was the most assessed student attitude sub-construct among the eligible studies. All studies that investigated CS perception observed an increase of positive perceptions. Especially for middle school students [5, 13, 20], this is a promising potential long-term impact on their decision to pursue CS [15, 17].

The decision for a vast majority of programming camps to utilize a project-based approach is not surprising. Project-based learning has been shown to be effective for motivating students to solve real-world problems by creating apps that impact a community [15] or designing robots to perform useful tasks [21]. Further, project-based learning thrives in a heavily social environment [19], which can support students’ perceptions of CS away from the stereotypes commonly associated with a computer, such as impersonal, intimidating, and isolating [19].

3.6 On Reporting Studies

Many decisions about organizing the programming camp logistics remain largely inconclusive due to the lack of information available about basic study design and context details in the eligible papers. According to a previous systematic review on CS outreach programs from 2009 to 2015 [7], the authors made several recommendations on reporting outreach details for future CS outreach studies. These recommendations continue to remain unclear or unreported for eligible studies since 2016.

From a research standpoint, more readily available descriptive statistics would provide the ability for researchers to calculate the effect size, which could then more tangibly and quantitatively measure impact on specific programming knowledge and student outcomes through a meta-analysis. From an organizer level, this information would be particularly helpful in managing resources if programming camp research of middle school students can explicitly map student outcomes to more specific programming camp logistical decisions such as length of camp or parent involvement.

4 Limitations

First, there is currently no programming camp study that has stated to be a randomized controlled trial study. Secondly, both paper selection and coding papers were done by a single reviewer, and there is likely some bias based reviewer’s prior experience and expertise level in the field. Thirdly, there were only 14 eligible papers which met most inclusion criteria with 16 studies, which can also affect the generalizability of the systematic review results. Fourth,
several studies which met nearly all eligible criteria were excluded due to the participation of mixed middle school and non-middle school students in the programming camp. Lastly, risk of bias, publication bias, and study quality of each paper was not assessed.

5 Conclusion

The findings from this study provide a general overview of how recent programming camps have assessed the effectiveness in organizing and designing curriculum to support middle school students’ programming knowledge and student attitudes. The programming camps’ organizing decisions from eligible studies have so far aligned with current literature and research on teaching novice programmers. Of the several programming camp organization decisions investigated in this review, the high usage of block programming is supported by research on how it can provide a less intimidating introduction to programming and, therefore, support programming knowledge. Another significant finding is the high implementation of a project-based approach towards teaching middle school students, which may support the dismantlement of negative CS perceptions as isolating and impersonal. This review also identified gaps in reporting programming camp logistical, study design, and descriptive statistics data, and the importance of reporting clear and specific details for assisting both future programming camps and research.
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Abstract

This paper presents a course model for changing the mindset of students as future leaders in technology-based fields. Research shows that entrepreneurial education within engineering is an important facet of degree programs; however there are not as many models incorporating this mindset focus into computer science education. The authors describe a “Business and Technology Ventures” course that is required for computer science majors. The topics, outline, and projects are described with potential adaptions so that others can adopt or adapt components of this course model. One of the specific benefits of this approach is that it increases job readiness by enhancing non-technical skills. This course has been offered three times, and the instructors are satisfied with students’ achievement of the learning objectives and students’ achievements.
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1 Introduction

According to a survey by the Association of American Colleges and Universities (AAC&U), employers highly value skills outside of technical competency, including teamwork, creative thinking, and communication.[3] Additionally, employers rate self-confidence third (after work ethic and initiative) for mindsets. Of these, self-confidence is probably the easiest to improve. Changing demographics of Computer Science (CS) students means that integrating job skills of communication, teamwork, professionalism, and leadership are increasingly crucial for successful teams.

Various models of entrepreneurial education within CS have been investigated in recent years. Often these focus on mindset shifts and appear in Software Engineering or Capstone courses.[8] In the same report by the AAC&U, employers place great value on internships, so students need to be better prepared to get these positions prior to a senior-level experience. This model aims to help improve students’ preparedness for internships and careers. There is an opportunity to further focus on developing the mindset skill of self-confidence and essential non-technical skills as a focal point of a course for CS students.

2 Course Model

2.1 Background

Within engineering programs, Engineering Economics might be a comparable course to the model proposed. However, these courses tend to focus on learning objectives mostly relevant to professional certification within engineering disciplines. Additionally, these courses look at project comparisons but not particularly concerned with ideation or implementation. Entrepreneurship-focused courses are a better comparison to address the skills highlighted. To date, there is no single model for embedding entrepreneurial education within CS, so the authors propose this model given the considerations at our local institution.

2.2 University Context

The department’s yearly program review identified the need for creating this course. We identified multiple issues from lowering rates of career outcomes at graduation, senior exit survey data expressing a feeling of lack of direct preparedness for job searching, and dissatisfaction with a requirement of the major to take an Innovation course in the Business department. University of Portland CS students are required a course focused on ideation and innovation,
which was not perceived as practical enough from a software engineering perspective. We decided to adjust the course to meet the needs of the CS program. Making the course an elective gave students the option to take the required course from the Business School focused on ideation, or our new course, which focused more holistically on career readiness.

Secondly, this new focused course filled a gap in our advising work where we focus on professional development each semester. This course is designed to be taken in the Spring of the Junior year after taking the CS Seminar course in the Fall semester which delves into ethical issues within technology.

2.3 Development

The authors both had a variety of past experiences incorporated into the development of this course, having founded businesses, liaised with industry, and worked with external foundations. One goal in developing this course was to include a comprehensive survey of useful topics and contexts for our students to be better prepared for any future industry experience.

Course materials were integrated from personal knowledge and sources including: cases from Harvard Business School Publishing (HBSP)[7], The Entrepreneur’s Guide to Business[2], Exponential Organizations[4], Cracking the Coding Interview[5]. The only textbook requirement is that the students must purchase the negotiation simulations from HBSP.

2.4 Course Assessments

As our program is ABET (Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology) accredited, we find it helpful to link the course learning objectives to Program Outcomes[1]. This course aligns strongly with the following three:

3. Communicate effectively in a variety of professional contexts.

4. Recognize professional responsibilities and make informed judgments in computing practice based on legal and ethical principles.

5. Function effectively as a member or leader of a team engaged in activities appropriate to the program’s discipline.

The course is organized around the following learning objectives with notable mappings:

- Evaluate job offers and rank them based on total value (Economic equivalence)
- Communicate a business goal (ABET 3, 5)
• Convey technical knowledge (ABET 3)
• Define and discuss policy (ABET 4, 5)
• Identify and evaluate risk as it relates to law and policy (ABET 4)
• Demonstrate the ability to prepare, describe, and effectively defend a business plan. (ABET 3, 5)
• Analyze and create value in negotiation scenarios (ABET 3)
• Analyze companies and business ideas to project value and growth potential (Apply engineering economics principles)

Although this course is not a benchmark course, since it functions as an elective, the mapping to ABET outcomes helps support the inclusion of this course in our curriculum. In terms of formal assessment, individual assignments could be selected to track student performance. In the results, the authors will comment on the qualitative performance of students and their feedback.

2.5 Design

The course design consists of two focus areas: individual professional development and a team-based semester-long project. The course is taught three times a week for 55 minutes. The beginning of the course covers professional development topics in order to ensure students prepare for the career fair that occurs before spring break, which includes a graded activity. Then we introduce the group project and cover topics in the context of businesses. The course schedule is listed in Appendix A.

**Individual professional development:** The students participate in several activities, including résumé reviews, creating a job and skills matrix, job window shopping, writing cover letters, giving elevator talks, conducting peer technical interviews, and completing negotiation simulations. These activities and assignments are supplemented with lectures on personal finance, tactics for interviews, negotiation, etc. In our capstone course, the following Fall, we have students complete the 10-year design your life activity (from the Stanford Design School), which would be appropriate in this class if we didn’t have it embedded elsewhere.

The students find the negotiation-focused work some of the most useful. In addition to simulations from HBSP cases, we also give a Multiple Equivalent Simultaneous Offer (MESO) assignment, which requires the students to prepare three job offers from the same company with different terms that are equally appealing. Students find this assignment very challenging as it is difficult to quantify various job benefits in pure dollar terms (e.g., an extra week of paid time off vs. a private office).
**Team-based project:** Students spend the semester working in a group of approximately four ideating and iterating on a business idea in an area of technology. The project scope is broad in that students are encouraged to create product ideas that would require additional advances to be commercialized. This allows partially unrealistic business ideas to excite and inspire students through the business planning work. Students must brainstorm business ideas and then complete a lean business plan, a one-page document with notes on each business plan component. Over the course, each additional topic is covered in class time to lecture and/or research to complete sections of a complete business plan. These topics include: product description as a problem and solution, market analysis (target and competition), revenue sources, development and operating expenses, business funding, and business operations (human resources, policy, intellectual property, export law). Ultimately, students will produce a business plan with several appendices based on these topics. With additional elevator pitches of the product to the class, they get feedback to refine their product, culminating in a final venture capital (VC) pitch to a panel of judges (faculty).

One of the most challenging topics is business funding and how the various percentages of ownership change. So after showcasing various technology firms’ interesting successes in terms of founder control (Snap, Meta, Alphabet), we show a Shark Tank episode pausing after each investor makes an offer to see how each compares. These real-life examples build much deeper engagement and understanding. Other areas of difficulty include market analysis and ideation. For the market analysis, students find that Statista\(^1\), with access through the school library, can be useful for finding relevant demographics and numbers. For ideation, we use a number of brainstorming techniques, some of which can be found in Thinkertoys\([6]\).

### 2.6 Adoption

The authors recognize that not every institution could implement an entire course. We suggest that components of this course could be integrated with existing courses. The authors believe that a Software Engineering course is a great place for elevator pitches, presentations, even negotiation (e.g., of software requirements). An ethics course could address issues of wages, benefits, and maternity/paternity leave. Lastly, it would be easy to conduct whiteboard coding interviews in an Analysis of Algorithms course. A Software Engineering course is also an excellent place for interview preparation, and a variant of technical interviewing could include interviewing for team lead which requires leadership and management skills.

\(^1\)[www.statista.com](http://www.statista.com) provides over a million statistics across 170 industries integrating over 22,000 sources as of July 2022.
Many institutions use their Senior Capstone to measure their ABET outcomes, which is another great place to embed some of these activities. The MESO assignment and negotiation simulations would be a great fit as these students should hopefully be about to compare job offers, and this would prepare them for that process. The authors will provide materials from the course to anyone who makes an email request.

3 Results

This course was piloted in the classroom, with the second offering completely online due to COVID-19, and the latest iteration back in the classroom. In the classroom, especially, the course is engaging, and students preferred it to the previous innovation-focused requirement. The instructors are satisfied with the achievement of the learning objectives. Students gain considerable confidence in public speaking through the elevator pitches, interviews, presentations, and negotiations. The students feel better prepared for industry because they become more familiar with terminology outside of CS, especially when it comes to business-focused language.

At the end of the semester, students have a complete product idea which could be developed. Students often learn that some creative ideas might not be actionable without a large R&D investment. Examples of previous projects include: ski-goggles that use UV/radar to see through fog and snow, mask compliance detection camera software for retail, traffic and power grid smart management software, and quantum high-frequency trading algorithms/software. With the open-ended nature of this product ideation, students find that their collaboration skills have increased. On most teams at least one student develops leadership skills they didn’t expect as they take the lead on selling and pitching the product to the rest of the class.

4 Discussion

The instructors find that students leave this class with a more upbeat attitude towards their careers regarding their readiness to apply and integrate into a team. The focus on negotiation and individual oral communication skills helps develop a noticeable mindset shift in the students’ self-confidence.

Combining particular knowledge and skills with a team project balances the class and helps the students engage. With the large set of topics, not all student work is of the highest quality, especially in some areas of the business plans, since they are not experts in finance, accounting, or other business areas. Despite this, the VC pitches are a real highlight and showcase effective communication. Ultimately, the course develops three of the five ABET Pro-
gram Outcomes for CS students with this course model, and its components are readily adoptable at other institutions.
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Appendix A

See Table 1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deliverable for next M</td>
<td>ICA: Professional skills</td>
<td>Job window shopping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional skills</td>
<td>Job skills</td>
<td>Elevator pitch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job skills</td>
<td>Elevator pitch</td>
<td>Professional skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICA: Job skills</td>
<td>ICA: Professional skills</td>
<td>ICA: Job window shopping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional skills</td>
<td>ICA: Professional skills</td>
<td>ICA: Job window shopping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job window shopping</td>
<td>ICA: Professional skills</td>
<td>ICA: Job window shopping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job skills</td>
<td>Elevator pitch</td>
<td>ICA: Professional skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevator pitch</td>
<td>ICA: Professional skills</td>
<td>ICA: Job window shopping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICA: Professional skills</td>
<td>Job window shopping</td>
<td>ICA: Professional skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICA: Professional skills</td>
<td>Job window shopping</td>
<td>ICA: Professional skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job window shopping</td>
<td>ICA: Professional skills</td>
<td>ICA: Job window shopping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICA: Professional skills</td>
<td>Job window shopping</td>
<td>ICA: Professional skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICA: Professional skills</td>
<td>Job window shopping</td>
<td>ICA: Professional skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICA: Professional skills</td>
<td>Job window shopping</td>
<td>ICA: Professional skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICA: Professional skills</td>
<td>Job window shopping</td>
<td>ICA: Professional skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICA: Professional skills</td>
<td>Job window shopping</td>
<td>ICA: Professional skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICA: Professional skills</td>
<td>Job window shopping</td>
<td>ICA: Professional skills</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1: Course Schedule. ICA=In class activity**
We presented work at a recent CCSC on how we automated the creation of small compute clusters for students [5]. This work discussed how we provided a guide to students to purchase two Jetson Nano boards and a suite of Ansible playbooks for the students to automate setting their boards up as a compute cluster [4][1]. We mentioned in this work an unintended consequence: students were using the playbooks to create multi-node clusters on local and cloud VMs instead of buying Jetson Nano boards.

These playbooks can work on more than just Jetson Nanos, which led to our idea for this tutorial. Since we have these ansible playbooks that could work to set up two or more nodes as a compute cluster on pretty much any Debian-based nodes. We thought it would be worthwhile walking interested faculty through step by step how to get a two-node cloud-hosted compute cluster setup using these playbooks.

This is a hands on tutorial will have the following:

1. Introduce the basic concept, end goal, and applications
2. Get everyone Google Cloud coupons and help them apply them
3. Walk through setting up two GCP virtual machine instances to be used for our example
4. Get tutorial repository onto a GCP VM instance.
5. Get dependencies for Ansible setup
6. Configure Ansible machine inventory for the VM instances created
7. Run playbooks
8. Use provided test code to validate our cluster works

Computers and the internet will be necessary to engage in hands-on activities. Google Cloud’s EDU grant folks will be helping to facilitate coupons for attendees to use so that you can do the tutorial at no direct costs[3]. Google for Education is a platinum national partner for CCSC [2].
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Introduction

Parallel computing has been applied in many areas, for example databases, data mining, real time simulation of systems, financial risk management, climate modeling, and advanced graphics. As a result, it is becoming more and more popular in recent years. At present, parallel programming models can primarily be classified into two categories, which are message passing model and shared memory model. If the message-passing model is applied, it means that each task is allocated its private memories, and correspondingly different tasks can communicate each other via message exchange. Message Passing Interface (MPI) is a specification primarily focusing on the message-passing model. It was designed by the researchers from academia and industry. MPI tells the syntax and semantics of a core of library routines that are used for message-passing programs and usually are implemented in C or FORTRAN.

Java is an object-oriented and general-purpose programming language that can be used in various areas, including parallel computing. The compiled Java code will be able to run on each platform supporting Java. MPJ Express is an open source Java message passing library, which helps application developers write and execute parallel applications for multi-core processors and compute clusters or clouds. This tutorial introduced the basic skills conducting MPI parallel programming in Java, using MPJ Express library as an example.

*Copyright is held by the author/owner.
At first, the tutorial shows where to acquire MPJ Express Software and how to install the software on Windows machines and Linux machines. After that, it explains how to edit, compile, and run an MPI program in Java on a Windows machine and a Linux machine. Then, the applications of several basic MPJ Express routines are covered, followed by the examples. These routine are vital for point-to-point parallel programming and collective communications, such as send/receive, broadcast, reduce, scatter, and gather operations. Following this, the tutorial will introduce how to apply MPJ Express library when writing a Java application communicating with a MySQL database. Finally, the sample code used in the tutorial will be provided and other materials suitable for self-study will be described.

Description

The tutorial is focusing on the audience who is a beginner to parallel programming and/or is interested in MPI programming, having basic knowledge of the programming languages, such as Python, Java, C#, Fortran, and/or C++. The expected learning outcomes are the followings. After attending the tutorial, the audience should know where to get a copy of MPJ Express and how to install the software on a windows machine or Linux machine. In addition, the audience should learn the concepts of MPI, point-to-point communications, and collective communications. Other than that, how to edit, compile, and run an MPI programs in Java will be learned. Moreover, the audience should learn how to implement various basic MPI operations in MPJ Express, especially basic point-to-point communications and collective communications. At the end of the tutorial, the audience can be provided the e-version of the lecture notes, code as examples, and other materials for self-study, if needed.
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The ACM/IEEE-CS/AAAI curricula task force is currently developing an updated set of Computer Science Curricula guidelines, referred to as CS202X (since the release date is not yet determined). Information about the task force and preliminary drafts of the Knowledge Areas that will be included in the guidelines can be found online at http://csed.acm.org. To assist institutions in applying the new guidelines, CS202X will also publish a Cur-
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ricular Practices Volume. This volume will include an article by the SIGCSE Committee on Computing Education in Liberal Arts Colleges (SIGCSE-LAC Committee) that will focus on designing or revising CS curricula in liberal arts contexts. Liberal arts colleges, and smaller colleges in general, face unique challenges when designing curricula. Small faculty sizes, limits on the number of courses that can be required for a major and the need for flexibility in student programs of study constrain designs. However, these environments also provide the opportunity to craft distinctive curricula fitted to institutional mission, departmental strengths, locale, student populations and unique academic experiences. These challenges and opportunities, combined with the size of prior curricular recommendations, have often forced smaller programs to assess trade-offs between achieving full coverage of curricular recommendations and their other priorities.

The SIGCSE-LAC Committee has heard from many faculty that their institutional and departmental contexts have indeed complicated the adoption of prior curricular guidelines. While the CS2013 and upcoming CS202X recommendations provide some flexibility for curriculum designers by dividing content into core and supplemental categories, smaller colleges still face challenges selecting content and packaging it into coherent curricula. To assist in this process, the committee is developing guidance for effectively integrating CS202X as a part of the design, evaluation and revision of computer science and related programs in the liberal arts. This guidance will encourage faculty to reflect on their programs and the role of CS202X, beginning with their institutional and departmental priorities, opportunities and constraints. Ultimately, this guidance will be presented in the committee’s article in the CS202X Curricular Practices volume.

This session will open with an overview and brief discussion of the current CS202X draft. Participants will then begin working through a preliminary version of the committees’ reflective assessment process. This process is framed by a series of scaffolding questions that begin from institutional and departmental missions, identities, contexts, priorities, initiatives, opportunities, and constraints. From there, participants will be led to identify design principles for guiding their curricular choices including the CS202X recommendations. Participants will leave the session with a better understanding of how CS202X can impact their programs and a jumpstart on the reflective assessment process. Feedback on the process and this session are welcome and will be used to refine the committee’s guidance prior to its publication in the CS202X Curricular Practices volume.
Presenter Biography

Two of the eight co-authors of this session plan to serve as presenters. Janet Davis is Microsoft Chair and Associate Professor of Computer Science at Whitman College, where she serves as the department’s founding chair. She co-organized SIGCSE pre-symposium events in 2020 and 2021 on behalf of the SIGCSE-LAC Committee. David Reed is a Professor of Computer Science and Chair of the Department of Computer Science, Design & Journalism at Creighton University. He has published widely in CS education, including the text *A Balanced Introduction to Computer Science*, and served on the CS2013 Computer Science Curricula Task Force.
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Jakob Barnard is Chair and Assistant Professor of Computer Science & Technology at the University of Jamestown. He is a member of the SIGCSE-LAC Committee and his research involves how curricula has been integrated into Liberal Arts Technology programs. Grant Braught is a Professor of Computer Science at Dickinson College. He is a facilitating member of the SIGCSE-LAC Committee, has organized committee events focused on curricula and has published widely on issues related to CS education, particularly within the liberal arts. Amanda Holland-Minkley is Chair and Professor of Computing and Information Studies at Washington & Jefferson College. Her research explores novel applications of problem-based pedagogies to CS education at the course and curricular level. She is a facilitating member of the SIGCSE-LAC Committee. Karl Schmitt is Chair and Assistant Professor of Computing and Data Analytics at Trinity Christian College. He has served on the ACM Data Science Task Force and various Computing, Technology, Mathematics Education related committees for the MAA and ASA. His interests explore data science education, and interdisciplinary education between computing, mathematics, data, and other fields. Andrea Tartaro is an Associate Professor of Computer Science at Furman University. Her computer science education research focuses on the intersections and reciprocal contributions of computer science and the liberal arts, with a focus on broadening participation. She is a member of the SIGCSE-LAC Committee, and has published and presented in venues including the CCSC and the SIGCSE Technical Symposium. Jim Teresco is a Professor of Computer Science at Siena College. He has been involved in CCSC Northeastern for almost 20 years and currently serves as regional board chair, and has been involved with the SIGCSE-LAC Committee for 3 years. His research involves map-based algorithm visualization.
Bloom’s for Computing: Crafting Learning Outcomes with Enhanced Verb Lists for Computing Competencies*

Conference Tutorial
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²Computer Information Science
Cosumnes River College
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³Computer Science
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In this tutorial, participants will be introduced to Bloom’s for Computing: Enhancing Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy with Verbs for Computing Disciplines, a project of the ACM CCECC (Committee for Computing Education in Community Colleges). Due for final publication by the end of 2022, the Bloom’s for Computing report offers a total 57 enhanced verbs across all six levels of Bloom’s cognitive domain – Remembering, Understanding, Applying, Analyzing, Evaluating, Creating. The enhanced verb list is intended to support crafting more appropriate and less awkward learning outcomes and competencies that express the knowledge, skills, and dispositions required in computing disciplines. The Bloom’s for Computing verb list and report is not just for use in future ACM curriculum guideline reports, but is primarily for educa-
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tors in computing disciplines who find themselves needing to craft learning outcomes or competencies—whether for programs, courses, or individual modules; whether two-year, four-year, graduate, or K-12 level; whether faculty, instructional designers, or program coordinators.

The presentation and activities in the proposed tutorial session are outlined below:

1. Introductions – tutorial facilitators and participants
2. Refresher on Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy, its six cognitive levels, and common verbs lists
3. Interactive discussion on how faculty approach writing learning outcomes and some of the challenges encountered
   (a) Introduce the project and the verbs
   (b) Examples of learning outcomes using the Bloom’s for Computing verbs
   (c) Areas where the Bloom’s for Computing verbs come in particularly handy
5. Activity where participants write or modify learning outcomes for courses they teach
6. Share out learning outcomes and thoughts on how the enhanced verbs might be used
7. Wrap up

Participants will be given a handout to take home with the complete list of verbs for each cognitive level.

This tutorial is relevant for anyone involved in writing, revising, or updating learning outcomes for programs, courses, or instructional units in computing disciplines such as Computer Science, Information Technology, and Cybersecurity.
Teaching Web Development Using ASP .Net Core MVC

Conference Tutorial

Razvan A. Mezei
The Hal and Inge Marcus School of Engineering
Saint Martin’s University
Lacey, WA 98503
rmezei@stmartin.edu

In this tutorial we will demonstrate the use ASP .Net Core MVC to give students an introduction to web development. In it, students will not only be exposed to both client-side languages and tools (such as HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and Bootstrap) but also to server-side ones (C#, Razor Engine) and an object relational mapper (Entity Framework Core).

There are several important reasons why one should teach such a course to their students. Firstly, it allows students to develop a medium/large-sized practical project (a web development) that combines several languages (both client and server side). It also provides a great playing ground for applying most of the Object-Oriented concepts (including inheritance, interfaces, dynamic and static polymorphism, and many other), and expose students to many other important concepts (such as responsive design, authentication, object relational mapper, cookies, session information, HTTP verbs, CRUD operations, unit testing, asynchronous programming, cross-platform development). Lastly, such a course would also provide practical experience with technologies used by some large regional employers (several Washington State job posts currently advertised include this technology [1]).

In this tutorial, we will go over the concepts enumerated above and see how they are used throughout the course. We will then present some professional resources that are available online for free (see [2] and [4]). One of these resources ([2]) can be used as a lab component because it gives learners an opportunity to see how various concepts can be applied to an existing project.

*Copyright is held by the author/owner.
The other resource ([4]) can be used as a resource to help students better understand the concepts covered in class (or go deeper) and complete their own personal project (a Web application using ASP Net Core MVC) based on their own interests. Individualized assignments can help keep students motivated and engaged throughout the course as well as “deter cheating or blindly copying from other students” ([3])
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From Torches to Transistor: Using Minecraft to Teaching Processor Architecture*
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Abstract

This tutorial will demonstrate a series of labs which utilize Minecraft to provide students with a hands-on learning experience about processor architecture. We will discuss the basics of minecraft, a series of labs that have been developed to take students from building basic logic gates all the way to programming an 8-bit computer. We will share lessons learned during that time and suggest variations to the content to expand or shrink the complexity for the students.

Introduction

Providing hands-on learning exercises when teaching processor architecture can be a challenge. Because electricity is invisible, students struggle to ‘see’ what is going on with physical demonstrations. Simulation software helps students see what’s going on, but dimensions the ‘hands-on’ learning that benefits students. This tutorial will demonstrate a third way by utilizing Minecraft, a sandbox video game, to allow students to build processors from the ground up and experience how they operate in a 3D environment.

*Copyright is held by the author/owner.
This tutorial will cover everything necessary to run these labs. We will cover:

1. The basics of Minecraft
2. How to setup a Minecraft server
3. 7 labs taking students from basic building blocks to programming an 8-bit computer
4. Possible variations in content
5. Lessons learned

Method

Minecraft is a voxel-based sandbox game where players build things 1 block at a time. By utilizing just a few of the 100’s of different block types, combined in particular ways, we can build logic gates, generate 1’s and 0’s and wire together various built components. Given these basic building blocks, we can combine them to build fully programmable computers.

The series of labs presented in this tutorial covers about 8 weeks worth of lab work. The labs consist of the following:

1. Learning Minecraft and logic gates: This lab is designed to familiarize students with Minecraft, the 5 main blocks used in computer construction (redstone, repeaters, torches, switches, pistons).
2. Building an ALU: This lab is a 2 weeks lab where students are told to build an ALU with a set of 10 instructions. It’s up to the students to figure out what that looks like. Every ALU turns out unique.
3. Building RAM and Register File: Students learn how to build RAM and a register file. Learn about read/write, input/output of data.
4. Addressing with MUX: To make the RAM addressable, the memory locations are MUXed. Students learn about MUX’s and build one to make RAM addressable.
5. Encoder/Decoder or program memory: The Encoder/Decoder allows the students to pick how they encode their instructions in binary. This allows the students to store and execute their programs in RAM. Program memory is a simplified implementation where students ‘program’ their computer by enabling various gates.
6. Wiring everything together: Connecting all the components together and verifying data correctly flows through the machine.
7. Debugging and programming: Work on getting your computer working and program a simple program.
Conducting Departmental Reviews and Serving as a Reviewer

Conference Tutorial

Henry M. Walker
Professor Emeritus, Grinnell College
Lecturer, Sonoma State, Napa, CA 94559
walker@cs.grinnell.edu

Many colleges conduct periodic reviews of departments, separate from ABET accreditation. Typically, the department writes a self study and chooses external reviewers, reviewers visit campus and write a report, and the department responds. In this process, faculty sometimes have questions about how to develop a self study, whom to include on a schedule for the external reviewers, and how to construct a reviewers’ report. This 90-minute Tutorial provides guidance for performing each component of the process.

Audience: This workshop has two overlapping audiences:

1. Faculty in programs/departments that are anticipating external reviews within the next few years, and
2. Faculty who may serve as external reviewers.

Approximate Agenda and Schedule:

§ Planning a Departmental Review (60 minutes)

1. Making the decision to do a review (10 minutes)
2. Gathering data (15 minutes)
3. Developing a departmental self-study document (20 minutes)
4. Selecting external reviewers (5 minutes)
5. Developing an on-campus schedule for reviewers (10 minutes)

§ Serving as an External Reviewer (30 minutes)

6. Tips for reviewers (15 minutes)
7. Writing a reviewers’ report (15 minutes)
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**Tutorial Format:** Following the Approximate Agenda, the Tutorial will contain about 7 segments, each providing background, highlighting approaches, and offering suggestions. For each segment, discussion will encourage Tutorial participants to ask questions and brainstorm options for their local campuses.

**Acknowledgements**

This Tutorial repeats and possibly expands successful workshops held at CCSC Central Plains 2012 and CCSC Midwest 2014 [3, 6] and at MAA MathFest 2018, Minicourse # 4 [5]. The session also draws upon resources found in [2] and expands discussion found in [4].

**Biography**

Henry M. Walker has served as an external reviewer of 46 departments of computer science and/or mathematics since 1991, Most recently, the CS Program at Linfield Univ. He is a member of the Committee on Program Review of the Mathematical Association of America (MAA) [1], a past contributor to the MAA Committee on Consultants, and a writer of a LaTeX template for reports of external reviewers for the MAA. He also has actively participated in three reviews of his own department, in the 1970s, 1995, and 2007.
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Professionals’ Perspectives on Liberal Arts and Computing Skills∗

Panel Discussion

Shereen Khoja1, Tammy VanDeGrift2
1Mathematics and Computer Science Department
Pacific University, Forest Grove, OR 97116
shereen@pacificu.edu
2Computer Science, Shiley School of Engineering
University of Portland, Portland, OR 97203
vandegri@up.edu

1 Summary

Faculty members from two institutions will lead a panel discussion of alumni who will share experiences about skills and dispositions that have helped them in their computing professions. The two facilitators have backgrounds in the liberal arts and computing education: Dr. Khoja is the Director of the Core Curriculum and Professor of Computer Science at Pacific University and Dr. VanDeGrift is a Professor of Computer Science and serves on the Core Curriculum Committee at the University of Portland. The panel session will begin with an overview of the liberal arts and computing curricula at the two institutions. The panel session will include questions, such as: Introduce yourselves including where you attended university, where you work, and your current role in the company. Describe the top three skills you acquired through a general, liberal arts education and how those skills are incorporated into your career. Describe the top three computing skills you acquired as an undergraduate and how those skills are incorporated into your career. What skills and experiences helped you get your first job? What courses, co-curricular activities, or international experiences helped you achieve long-term success in your career? What advice would you give first-year students who are looking ahead to their
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university curriculum courses? What advice would you give faculty to prepare students for the profession?

2 Panelist Biographies

The panel session features the following software professionals:

Alexa Accuardi graduated in 2019 from University of Portland with a BS in Computer Science and Mathematics. She is an Adjunct Instructor at University of Portland and a Software Engineer at Digits Financial, Inc. At work, Alexa focuses on frontend web development in React and TypeScript. She is also pursuing her MS in Computer Science from Georgia Tech. Alexa attributes her long-term career success to her participation in the MECOP internship program and her experience as a Teaching Assistant in college. She is an active member of the Society of Women Engineers Columbia River Section and is passionate about mentoring and educating future software engineers.

MacKevin Harrison Fey Jr graduated in 2015 from University of Portland with a BS in Computer Science and a BS in Electrical Engineering. He is a Senior Software Engineer at Microsoft and works on experimentation and personalization services for website infrastructure. His responsibilities include feature costing, scoping, design, support, and mentoring junior colleagues. MacKevin attributes several things to his successful preparation: the CS curriculum - holistic approach to problem-solving and hands-on experience; internships and on-campus jobs (tutor, grader, lab assistant; and getting to meet and work with a variety of people.

Larry Jensen graduated in 2019 from Pacific University with a BS in Computer Science. He is a Software Development Engineer at AWS Elemental in Portland, Oregon. At work, he develops a service that enables streaming video providers to create linear streams at broadcast quality from video on demand and live content.

Nicole Peldyak graduated in 2016 from Pacific University with a BS in Computer Science and minors in Mathematics and Music. She is a Senior Software Engineer at Garmin in Salem, Oregon. At work she leads a team of software engineers responsible for designing, implementing, and testing software for certified retrofit avionics. Nicole learned many of the leadership skills needed in her current position from opportunities provided by Pacific University, such as co-founding the Women in Computer Science club and directing the student-led women’s a cappella choir. She continues to seek out that type of community at Garmin, where she is part of the leadership team of the Salem site’s chapter of the Women’s Business Forum.
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